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npiuí if
Mora

New Mexico,

Its really too bad to tell it but
the story is too good to keep- Last week Geo Cable, Mr. Livingston, and the Laughter boys
wont hunting for the mountian
lion which infests the head of
La Cinta canyon, Mrs. Virgil
Anderson had seen the beast
near their home and they went
out to exterminate him. They
and we have resolved to 'take werent scared at the prospect of
sufficient time to see 'that they big game but when they saw the
are printed right and let the rest tawny hair of something in the
wait till, we can do them.
bushes they all fired at once and
Three sale bills a day alcmg killed Virgil's
who
with our regular work is more was busy chasing away hawks
than there's any sense in and we and coyotes from the poultry
balk at them in fxture rariher yard. The lion is still at large
than rush our heads off and catch and all
saves

Mora, New Mexico, Aug. 27lh,1919.
Teachers of Mora County, Members
of District School boards and Parents
Of School Chidlren:
The following instructions have been
prepared for the guidance of teachers
in the Public Schools in the carrying
out of the provisions of Section 23 of
the New Public Health Law, relating
to the vaccination of sr'bool children:
1. No teacher shall permit any
chilá within any schoolhouse, unless
such child has been successfully vac
cinated against smallpox; provided,
that where vaccination have been ma;'.e
Tvhh fresh virus lit three sepárate
times without a "tote," the child shall
be considérelas having been "successfully vaccinated so far as the pur-- 1
.noses of Section 28, Chapter 85, Laws
of New Mexico, 1&1V, are concerned.

"Troubles never come singly"
is an old. and true maxim and we
have had a proof of it this week.
It Was otir run of mistakes and
errors in three successive sale
bills dealt us our full share of
misery. They have all been
patched up so no one has been
i .i
annoyea i cy
worse tnan
uiera

AH,

Tom Strong reports the shipment of 1030 cans of cream from
Floersheim cream station in Roy
since they started to buy cream
in February. These ' were 801b
cans so there was 82,400 lbs. cf
créam representing something
like $35, 000.00 and, we Ejgain remark, the cream business is
hardly started here. This, too
is but one station. there are
others buying as well as several
independent shippers cn the
mesa.

"Casey White's sale last Thursday passed all records for the
mesa in the total amount jnvovl-ed- .
His sale totted up $5,000.00
but not much cash was. paid in.
About 15 minutes before he
was ready to sell his crop in the
field a hail storm struck it and
ruined it so that he did not offer
it for sale. About $2. 50100 was
destroyed in a few minutes. The
hail area was small The Fluh- mann boys lost 3 JO ajres of corn

Rev. W. A. Dawn will fill his
2. The teacher-shalsee Hint each
regular appointment at Baptist
child admitted to school has bee.n sue- Church Sunday morning Sept.
cessfully vaccinated, or shall rttjuire-certificate from a duly licensed phy1919.
7,
The revival meeting as
hunters
the
that
sician showing that such child has H
errors.
for
planned
for
has been postponed
from
the
bereaved
of
wrath
a
been so vaccinate1.1). If a certificate s
not presented, exhibition of the characdog owrier is their good inten- to a later date.
teristic "pitted" scar will be .accepted
Lee Anderson arrived Sunday tions.
Everybody cordially Invited
as evidence of successful vaccinatum.
'where
City,
Utah,
Salt
Like
from
3. The teaorur shall record Ven
A card announcing the arrival
The
look for work.
names of children considered to be he
L. E. Deubler has opened his
a fine 91b boy at the home of
of
thosesubmitting prospect of a strike there 'in the
vaccinated, and of
photograph
Gallery in the old
certificates of successful Vítncir.ati'ín
caused him to come Dr. and Mrs. 0. A. Sale, at Telephone building in Roy and is
and make .a report of the number of smelters
vaccinations and certification to the back and he is rzore then wel- Neosho, Mo. August2íí;, his name doing some good work in his line
With the
county superintendent of schools as come by h3 brothers who need Onal Carter Sale.
He has been learning all he
required lylnw.
handsome and talented parents
business,
threshing
him
their
in
could about the photo business
4. The appearance of characteristhis young man has chosen he
tic eruption at li.be site of iaculiien
while on his trip east this sumwill be acrcptcii-o-s evidence nf successsurely
has the start of most
Henry Kiaibers':iindí,of
Mr.
and will locate here permer
ful vaccination,: and the child need tot
boye. Heres hoping he will be
be further excluded from school if Dallas, Texas, was in Ihy several
manently.
this erection .h.s appeared.
days this week looking over the as comely as his mother, as smart
His wheat on his homestead
5. Any child who has ruled with
a as 'his dad and as clever as both yielded 40 bushels per acre and
far
here
business
projects,
the local "health officer a teitificatc of
oí them.
a duly Ifeensed physician nfciting that wheat bsying and milling firm
he is sure of a bigger yield on
conrlition
is,
child
f surh
the physical
and .some other matters of imThe many friends and school the Lyle place which he bought
r.t the time, such that vaccination
portance. Ks is very modest in mates of Miss Dolly Farmer,for-merl- y for $10. a acre last spring with
would seriously endanger tine .life or
of Roy, will be pleased, as the crop planted. The wheat on
health siT suchyhild, shall ,be permit- h is d emran or bu t has a way ci
ted to .aittond school without vaccin- finding out 'things that bodes we &re,- to learn that she is now
this farm will more than pay for
i:.' the opinion
of sch
ation,
ihysiciiin, the physical condition oí scane god fcr the te n we ixpc MrcE C.Mussey, oí Denver. We the entire farm this season.
We were ikeased to offer him leerned this recen tl" and offer
the ciuit! is sJth as rould allow of
vaccination. Teachers efcáU .satUry our deck and facilities for
congratulation to the lucky man,
J. J. Taylor and wife and baby
themfttÜMí.H that the aivove .certificate
wli:ch
he
of
tarns
Katarday from Hutchinson,
"Nels Wetterhus has purchased
has been filed arith the health officer
when ! a good claim house and moved it Kansas where they have been) living
before allowing exemption ais herain ou' in short order
for several monthe. They got homeprovided.
gets ÜEsbered up to the job.
onto Jots in the J.. Floershemi sick for their farm here and cama
6. Tin names of parents who
iuse to allow their children U .'io
addition to Rsy. Tiieir children back to it. Harold has a good job in
a garage a.t Hutchinson and remained
LalKznday was generally
vaccinated shall be reported to :Üe
will live here and attend school with
it. Tbey say we have not boostcounty superintendent cf sehiiols, i y
.ft?,y.
places
Seme
in
this winter.. At the present ed feccugb for the wheat and other
the teaobx.
- ' ' like
this shop, liad to keep rig-faHoping he above instructions wíil
prk?e of lumber an empty claim crops here and there is nothing becomtween herfc 4ind Hutiiinson-to- sigit
be strátíy observed and carried out, on wvoiking'tfj keep
houf.e is an attractive proposition pare with it. They want the world to
I am,
business.
our
ever, if it is far from town,
that this is a real farming counYours- very tnáís.
it know "We
try.
are glad thty came back to
.ALFREDO LUCERO,
be
hauled
can
in.
help 'rith ftm boosting.
Mayor and Mrs. Fred Browra
(County Supt oí .Si.'hoolü.
and children went to Tucumear
A party of Fans fern Roy atp
This
has been worked up
Dr. M. I). fiibbs, and daughter,,. Mím
Monday
returning .Tuesday.
iDorotby, left Sunday for California.
tended the prize fight. at Süring-e- r to and beyond its capacity for the
past two weeks and is still at it. We
They combined business vvitk
The Dr. went as far as Tucson, AriMcnday evening.
They re- hope to have our new office building
zona and Dorthy went to Los Angeles, pleasure.
port it a fast fight to a. draw in up and equipped for handling the busiwhere she will live with her grandmother, Mrs. 'IVitewi, and attend .high
the IG.th round but thinK the ness that we believe will steadily in- '.crease from now on.
school at the city schools. Her .many
The HiEses Grey went t: Texas wonder had it
en the New
going
regrai
Jioy
from
:her.
Tucumcari Monday to arrang Mexico Champ.
fiends
E. M. Bagwell returned Sunday to
uui uirju xejuite wiui iiei muí, hue
is to have the advantage of the best Fior their schooling this winter,
In the party were, Jess Daven- resume drilling on the village well.
He brought his son, a lad of 12 years
Ihigh school to he .fuuid.
We trust 'they will find it port,
Geo. Ray,4 Mr. Elkins, C, with him and vn!l ream the well and
l possible to return ,to Roy.
E. Seybold, Alvin Wilson and put the 10 inch casing down to the
;Iittle Miss Heuli) Abernailhy
white eand Etcne btfore drilling desp-eSaturday
membered the
with a
Gthers.
o

in-til- ,

osires-pc.wlenee.a-

.
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'basket of nice ripe penches from the
orchard on the Abcrnathy homestead.
Tbey are the very finest we have seen
this year an drival the ,rosy cheaks tíf
the ;giver.
Nineteen new land notices in thin
week's issue ought to help some about
getting more farms in ,the hands .of
private owners. We expected the final proof business to end long ago
but it is keeping uj still üs well as
it ever ,did.
Jim Brown has resigned from hie
job as Mechanician at the Roy Garage and lie and his wife have returned to Springer where he has a big
crop of wti and beans to harvest on
his irrigated farm. We ai;e :Srry to
lose this estimable young couple from
Roy-- and especially Jim from behind
the bat on our ball team but he will
be needed on the Springer team where
he has long been a favorite and we intend to beat him when he comes with
Ihem to play here. We know he will
may the game with them same s
he did for us for aU he is worth.

Base Ball Game

Fred Fluhmann started for

Amarillo Texas, 'Saturday in
Guy Anderson
search of hands to pull beans.
rived Wednesday
Be found a crew at Tucumcari Indiana and will
.and brought back .22 men and
time. Guy was

The ball game Sunday between Roy
Solano M. E. Church
and Dawson was a stirínous one and
was enjoyed by a large crowd of excited ad noisy rooters. It took 11
Sunday Sept. 7th
innings- to settle it as the .score tied
11 A. M.
Liberty
at 4 at the end of the 9th. Dawson
3
Solano
P.M.
scored in the 11th for a well earned
victory. The Roy. team had to supply
Sept. 14th
at the last minute for several vacan- Mosquero 11 A. M.
cies, V. V. Carus substituted as catcher, Prof. Graham on 1st base and Bradley 8 P. M.
4--

Roy Beck on 3d,
The Dawson team is composed of a
gentlemanly bunch as ever visited Roy.
They are strenous players and it was

a pleasure to entertain them.
The score is gratifying to Roy in
view of the awful beating they got at
The game was
Dawson recently.
strenuous and clean thruout altho some
of our players took themselves and
their guests a trifle too seriously.
Roy evidently played better ball at
home where the rooters are for them
than they do at the end of a Jong ride
n
with the rooters against them.

and vrife, arfrom Krdseye,
be here for some
called in by an

women Sunday. He is now full "S. O.
S." from his brothers
handed for the harvest and has who need him badly
till thresha big bean crop to handle.
ing is over or separator man.
Mrs. Anderson will visit her
We were in error last week
sister, Mrs. George Tower. Guy
in assuming the big .Shorthorn
hates to admit his joy at getting
bull belonging to J. W. Johnson
back to N. M. but his friends ail
was killed by lightning because
know he is glad of a chance to
we saw ,him lying dead i?y a wire
come.
fence. The facts are that a bul
from a neighbor's pasture got
Will Laftin was up from M os
into bis pasture and in the fight quero Tuesday. He says threshthat followed the other bull ing is going slow there but more
horned Mr. Johnson's bull in the machines.wouldnt help as they
eye penetrating the brain and cant get hands
for
what
causing his death. It is a regret-abl- e machines they
have and they
affair and we hope it may be have
only

amicably settled.
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Lion Hunters'? Cream Shipment High Priced Sales

They Never Do

Must Vaccinate

County,

.

and with Firmness in the Right
1919,
Saturday, SEFrEMBKRe,

"With Malice toward None, with Charity for
ROY,

v1

market
for a little of
it on acct of the embargo.

Lawrence Butler, cf the Springer
garage, has been visitirg in Roy several days. He is taking a vacation
and will ge East to visit friends before returning to work. -

The Roy Schools opened Mon"
day for enrollment, the Labor
day holiday being utilized for
organization without violating
the spirit ut the day and for
128 pupils
economy of time.
enrolled in the grades as follows,
Primary Room, 15
2d Primary, 23
3d and 4th. 31
5th and Gth, 2r
(i. U
7l.
i i.i u;ni on:, i .)
High School 8
This enrollment will be increas- eJ t j 20 'J wh;:n the people come
h from the farms and ranches
for the winter.
Prof. O. (). Graham has con-- !
fered with the School board and
Unr.iined a c uirsj which is not
cniy very Rati factory but pleas-- j
::ik1 is boun-tc
ing t the
and:
;, pl.'t.-an- t
imk ;!. sr
intero-trn- g
the pupils. He is
-

1

i

others were seriously dam:igíd
The crowd of over o0 J at the
sale found shelter in the bam,
sheds and house so none were
hurt. Cows sold at the sale from
$75 to $140.

j

s

brd

The big
ston sale at the old l):;rci::
Garcia ranch on Lagona Grande
near Solano Tuesday was a ham- mer. A big crowd was present
and buying was brisk. " J no ím- mense amount of stjek :t:u: üi'.'i'í
property sold made "Ct.u-,:.'work better than usual rind p.c.s'!
were ranged ah the way "rom low
to very high. Frank SJsulb znd
Bill Johnson were kept busy
keeping the record and settling
accounts.
A wagon load of watermellons
added to the big feed supplied
and the attraction of the gift,
heifer drew and held the crowd
to a later hour.
-j

J

f--

si

a triia i
:.i ri in .n dern
urHho.? pnd hi? a personality
.vh,v': c j'u-- ?.nd.; ivspict and
1

1

:'

u i.ru; oi R

a-

t) j

i

a

a

'.action

decidí-

for out

i

oí town pupib u foilaws

-

.o d:),v.i;r.aa-room?.
per raíala p y p i;i!, 5th and
s

odz
Gth

7th

Grade?.
í'.vA

irth

Tjc
".'.des,

per

month,

$1.00

.

High S:h)al $i."0 pa? month, to
be paid to the Principal in advance.
This ruling applies t: pupils
from out of the district whose
parents are n:t properly owners
A. A. Wynne and wife drove or taxpayers in to .vnor district:
up from Mosquero Tuesday even- The Princiaal will receive a
ing. Mr. Wynne came to patron- Salary of $1.513 per year and
ize the barber which they have the teachers will receive a salary
not in his town but mean to have. of $103.03 per m mt'n, the raise
Mr. Wynne is well pleased being necessary t j meet the high
with their business at Mosqu ;ro, cost of living and the best that
he has secured appointments as the board couid offer with their
U. S. Commissioner, .Notary, limited apportionment.
etc, and is going to like settling
The teaching force will be a
down to private life after years follows,
in the National Forest Service.
High School, O.O. Graham, Prin,
7th and 8th,
Miss Eula Hanna..
The Odd Fellows celebrated
5th
and
6th,
Miss Fanny Blevins,.
their first night in the Masonic
Miss Ernestine C.
Hall with an unusually good 3d and 4th,
meeting.
They confered the Grzelachowski,
who will also
first degree on two interested teach Spanish in High School.
candidates and had a real feed. 2d Primary, Mrs. Ray
B. Carr,
j

Henry Farr is building a big
granary for his wheat on his
farm 8 miles east of town to
store his wheat till he gets good
and ready to haul it to market
this winter. It will save enough
in time and trouble and in getting to his fall work to pay well
for the building and it will be
handy another year.

1st Primary

has been arranged
for but. owing to resignation
of two primary teachers
ta
accept jobs in the commercial
world offering better inducements, the teacher has been delayed and the primary children
are being taught by Mrs. Carr in
the meantime, the new teacher
will be here next week.

The Griner Sisters and Mr. Sargent
report an average yield of 25 bushel
of wheat per acre on their more than
200 acres. They have arranged with
George Katafiasz to plant it all to
All that is necessary now is
wheat again this fall, and will start
The U. S. Administration car
on their trip to Oregon via, Yellowand support for the
stone Park nest week.
with officials of the Railroad and schools to have them
perform
executives went up Wednesday ing their mission
A new and larger engine was inof training
They are
stalled in the Florsheim Elevator returning Thursday.
generation to be better
Sunday in order to elevate wheat and taking notice of us now.
citizens
of a greater country
This is the third
load cars faster.
engine they have tried out and we
than we have been able to be and
hope it will pull the load and pull it
John Shamblin and his Ford-so- n have.
fast.
the-comin-

are making three trips a day

Conventiona
The S. S.
to town with two wagons and
was a success. A good attendance and
and
reported
the usual 125 bushels of wheat at a trip.
much interest
It looks easy and his téam is
basket dinner was also a success.

Wheat planting time is here and it
will soon be getting late. Many who
We are told by competent can't get their land prepared are drilling in tho stubble of this year's crop
authority that Galveston is without plowing or discing. Better
blockaded with wheat, hundreds planted in time that way than to plant
and run the risk of smut or a dry
of cars standing waiting to be late when
fall
the seed will not germinaUs
unloaded
and the railroads in dry plowed ground

blockaded out some hundreds of
this week's issue
miles with wheat from the Pan- of Six sale Bills inmore
coming. This
the
and
handle so no more wheat from proves that business is booming, not
' The entire amount of indebted- N. M. can go
there. All ship- that any one is disatisfied, A sale
ness on the Parsonage at Solano ments from here are to Kansas is the surest ' way to get big prices
for property, that is the reason for
has been subscribed so let us re- or K. C. points.
so many sales.
joice as we bring in our offerings
Peter Wagner, who sold a farm at
before the Annual Conference, A big basket of sweetcorn roastAlva, Okla. and is investing the proSept 17th.
ing ears was brought to "the ceeds and more, in land here, is conMrs, L, N. DaWeése is our lay
home last week by Mr. and templating buying still more. He
sees the last of the cheap land here
delegate.
Mrs. J. M. Elder.
They were in
the. very near future and is proServicas at Bradley at home sure fine and we have feasted voked at some people for not being
of Mr. Clarence Driscol.
royally off them and canned able to realize the real value of the
land they have suffered hardships to
C, E. Ketcham, Pastor
several cans for next winter.
acquire.
S--

S--

Schools

not worried fighting flies.

"Dad" Morris, of Solano has
been at the Plumlee Hospital
several' days this week suffeiing
from serious bowel trouble. He
is better and going home soon.
Mr. Morris had a field of 6
acres, measured which he sowed
in wheat (broadcast by hand)
and covered with a cultivator
last fall on his bean field which
threshed out327 bushels of wheat
testing 62 at the elevator, a little
better than 50 bushels per acre.
All his other wheat averaged
SO bushels and he has a good
summer crcp. He wants to sell
this farm adjoining the Solano
town-sit- e
for $20.00 per acre. (It
is worth more money.)
1--

James Corrigan H. T. Clinard
and son and Mr. Steinbaugh
drove up from Mosquero Wednesday evening to attend I. O. O. F.
lodge.
L H Nunley, rembers us with
his subscription this week. He,
is looking for a small, well improved farm for next year.

To date the Floersheim Mercantile Co. has loaded 37 cars of
wheat averaging 1,350 bushels
per car and all of it graded No. 1
This is from but one elevator,
several othees have shipped a
number of cars.
C. E. Anderson's sale amounted to over $2200.00 Monday. He
broke the record in cash received as over half of it was spot
cash. He is well satisfied with
the results.

THE

CONDENSATION
OF FRESH NEWS
IMPORTANT
01.
THE LATEST
PATCHES PUT INTO SHORT,
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.

STORY OF THE WEEK
OF
THE PROGRESS
SHOWING
EVENTS IN OUR OWN ANO
FOREIGN LANDS.
Weturn Nawtpiptr Union Ntwt Btrvle.

WESTERN
Nathan Shapiro, grocer, was shot
end killed In his store In Omaha when
lie resisted three small negro boys who
hud come to rob the place.
Mrs. Gertrude N. Schuhanlt, wife of
William
H. Schuhardt, Milwaukee,
Wis., millionaire, shot and killed herself at the Hotel Alexandria In Los
Angeles.
The Methodist church bell is to be
sold at Hoqulam, Wash., Pastor Swlt-r.esays the progressive church of
doesn't need a bell, but that news-

paper advertising Is better.
John J. Shay got to Columbia, Mo
too late for his own funeral. He was
on his way from France when cere
monies were held after the War De
partment reported him dead.
Claims of damages aguinst the city
of Chicago aggregating hundreds of
thousands of dollars are to be the aft
ermuth of the race riots. Notices of
the suits are pouring In to the corporation counsel's office at the rate of fifty
a day.
Fire, originating In the rear of a for
mer saloon, wiped out two square
Hocks In the heart of the business sec
tion of Los Banos, causing between
$700,000 and $1,000,000 In losses and
destroying the habitations of at least
200 people.
Second Lieut Floyd Meisenheimer

of Detroit and Chauffeur Harold Ice
of St. Marys, Ohio, were killed at
Scotf field, near Belleville, 111., when
their aeroplane fell from an altitude of
200 feet and caught fire after crashing to the ground.
Arsenic was found In samples of cof
fee taken from a downtown lunch
room where thirty person were poison
ed In Chicago, according, to Health
Commissioner Robertson. He expressed
the opinion that someone had put poison In the coffee urn with malicious Intent.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN
Vesuvius Is In eruption, two new
craters on Mont Somma Issuing forth
much lava, Is a late report.
Announcement Is made In Home of

the Inauguration of passenger aeroplane service between that city and
Naples.

The Belgian Senate has unanimously
approved the peace 'treaty with Germany. The Chamber of Deputies ratified the treaty August 8th.
The son of the Earl of March and
heir presumptive of the dukedom of
Richmond, Is dead of wounds received
In battle on the Archangel front.
Nikolai Lenlne, the Russian Bolshevik premier, has sent a delegation to
Kishinev to negotiate peace with
according to a report received

MANY RETURN

Southwest
'

News
TO WORK

From All Over

New Mexico
and A rizona

MAJORITY

OF TRAINMEN

HAVE

Arizona State Fair

Nov.

t

to

8,

GONE BACK TO WORK

.ill. SOME

William Menhennett, now on the
coast, will start at once on a $20,000
picture show and vaudeville theater to
be built at Chandler, Arizona.
Frank Strickland, of Vaughn, Guada
from Budapest.
lupe county, has been appointed by
Andrew Sockalexls, famous Indian Acting Governor B. F. Pankey, a mem
runner, Is dead at Oxford, Me., from ber of the New Mexico mounted police.
In He Is to serve without pay.
He bad competed
tuberculosis.
many of the Important
Enghteer W. S. Ford and Fireman
running events of the country. He ran Rix Mathews of the eastlmimd Rock
In the Olympic games at Stockholm in Island Golden State Limited train
1912.
were killed when the train turned over
thirteen miles east of Tucumcart, N,
King Alfonso signed the law authorM.
izing adhesion by Spnln to the covenant of the league of Nations comThe assessed valuation of the stat-- i
prised In the treaty of Versailles, that of Arizona has Increased $21,000,000
part of the treaty dealing with the
during the past year, according to figof labor ulso being accepted ures arrived at by the State Tax Comby Spain.
mission sitting as a state bourd of
While Herman Schumann wooed and equalization.won a sweetheart during the last few
The elder presses in the Pecos val
years, he murdered
ten persons, ley have started on the season's work,
robbed scores of others and saved the run being on the early variety of
enough from his career to marry. Now apples. Robert Beers of the Capitán
he Is charged with being the champion orchard expects to make 20,000 gallons
murderer of Germany.
of cider' during the season which will
A crushing defeat has been adminis- call for the grinding up of from ten
tered to the Bolshevik army In south to twelve thousand bushels of apples.
Russia. The war office announced that
The City Commission has donated
General Kanmtkov's cavalry, operating to the Arizona Organization of the
under General Denikine, has broken American Legion a quarter of a city
through the front of the Red army block on the edge of the business dissouth of Maknrnvu, capturing 13,000 trict as a site for the state headquar
prisoners and disarming 20,000 Red re- ters building. .The donation, which
was not solicited, Is conditional upon
cruits.
Five million Germans'1 have filed the legion's agreeing to erect a buildwith the Central Bureau of Immigra- ing costing $75,000 or more.
aption and Its sixty-fou- r
Union county, New Mexico, has a
plications for permission to leave Ger- county farm and livestock bureau,
many. The majority of the Intending which has filed Its articles of Incorporemigrants are turning their eyes to- ation with the State Corporation Com
ward South America. A large number mission. The bureau represents more
also have Indicated their desire to than 5 per cent of the total of the
settle In Palestine.
farmers and livestock men In Union
county, and Is organized under plans
GENERAL
The will of Andrew Carnegie, mnde approved by the Agricultural College.
public, estimates the value of the Iron It is for mutual benefit, but not for

STILL

DEFIANT

COAST TIEUP ON RAILS
BROKEN AND TRAINS ARE

PACIFIC

MOVING AGAIN.
Wcitarn Ncwipaper Union Newi Servir.

e

master's estate ut between $25,000,000
and $30,000,000.
The seamen's strike at Sydney, N. S.
W., ended when a mass meeting of the
men decided to reman the ships affected Immediately.
Two bank messengers qf the Fidelity Trust Company, were held up and
robbed of $12,000 by four masked bandits In Boston. The robbers made their
WASHINGTON
escape In an automobile.
In recognition of Gen. John J.
Twelve members of the crew of the
Pershing's services In the war, the
auxiliary schooner Elmer
House passed a bill authorizing the Roberts arrived In Yarmouth, N. S.,
perma
on
him
confer
the
to
President
and reported that their ship' loaded
nent rank of general.
with ammunition, caught fire and blew
Ten thousand American troops are up at sea.
t
held In France to guard 40,000 Ger
Wearing the French war cross with
mans taken prisoner by the Americans
two palms, Marie Gondler, a
who cannot be returned to Germnny
Belglun girl, who was once con
until the peace treaty has been rati demned by the Germans to be shot as
fied by three powers. It is estimated a spy, arrived in New York from
that it Is costing the United States France on the steamship I.a Lorraine
roughly $1,000,000 monthly to care for to become an American citizen through
these prisoners.
adoption.
Only two men of the thousands of
The Irish republic mission has an
the American Expeditionary Forces nounced the opening of headquarters
who went into battle against the GerIn New York to carry on the work of
mans remain unaccounted for, accord
floating the $10000,000 Irish republic
ing to a casualty list issued by the War
Department The previous list showed bond Issue to be undertaken by the
more than 100 missing In action. To American commission on Irish Inde
tal casualties now are placed at 291,- - pendence under the chairmanship of
Frank P. Walsh.
732, with 77,422 deaths from all causes.
Col. Edward M. House, who since
The successful application of the al
last November has been In Paris as a ternating current to wireless tele
member of the American Peace Com phony, which will make It possible for
mission, will return to America In Sep any person to "plug In" a pony wire
Colonel House will be ac less panel Into an ordinary lamp sock
tember.
companied by Lord Grey, the newly et and talk through space from house
appointed British ambassador to the to house or city to city, has been an
United States, and will land about nounced by Dr. Lee De Forest of New
'
September 15th.
York.
William G. Fletcher, manager of the
Westerners opposed to regulation of
the packing Industry as proposed In local branch of Swift & Co., Chicago
the Kenyon and Kendrlck bills occu packers, was under sentence of $500
pled almost the exclusive attention of fine and costs at Cleveland in the fight
the Senate agricultural committee In against high prices. Fletcher was
its hearings on the two measures. A found guilty of violation of the cold
large delegation of Colorado citizens, storage act.
The Third Division of the American
led by E. M. Ammons, former governor
of the state, consumed most of the army, one of the last divisions to leave
day, and the delegation leader wound French soil, has subscribed $31,000 for
up the hearing with a speech which, two monuments to be erected on the
contrnry to custom, was applauded flanks of the approach to the Mame
bridge which Its Seventh Machine Gun
warmly In the committee room.
Battalion dynamited In defending the
report
on
GenAttorney
Favorable
crossing ngalnst the great German oferal Palmer's request for amendments fensive in the spring of 1918, it was
to the food control act to assist him announced by MaJ. Gen. Robert L.
In the prosecution of profiteers, was Howe, division commander.
made to the Senate by Senator Gron-n- a
A reward of $1,000 for the apprehenof North Dakota, chairman of the sion of Paul J. B. Huveiiy, grand
Agricultural Committee. Senator Gron-n- a keeper of records and seal of the
stated that the report was not a Knights of Pythias Grand Lodge of
unanimous one and that members of Illinois, missing since Aug. 0, was anthe committee had reserved the right nounced by Smith L. Von Fossen of
to offer further amendments on the Beardstown, III., grand chancellor of
floor.
The amendments ns offered the lodge, "who stated that a shortage
would provide a $5,000 penalty for the of more than $10,000 bad. been found
making of "unjust" or "unreosonable" In the lodge funds. ' Issuance of a warprices and also Include provisions rant for arrest was authorized by a
ngalnst rent profiteering In the Dis- legal advisory committee appointed by
trict of Columbia.
the chancellor.
President Wilson has asked Congress
That he found $575,000 in Liberty
for an additional appropriation of bonds and received a reward of $15
$825,000 for the expenses of the Amerfor turning them in to their owners
ican peace commission In Paris from was the story told by Isadore Geller, a
lust July 1 to the end of this calendar
errand boy who is
year. The President said that up to
at $9 a week by Unz & Co., of
July 1 the total cost of the commission 36 Broadway, New York.
hud been $1,250,629, and he estimated
Seven of the Mexican bandit who
that by the end of the year the total robbed sailors from the United State
$1,500,700.
part
A
would reach
of this
cruiser Cheyenne off Tampico last
has been appropriated heretofore.
month have been apprehended and put
The railroad administration signed
to death by the Currunza authorities,
a contract with the Pullman Company according to an official report from
calling for an annual rental of
General Pueblo Gonzales to Mexican
,
Meade Fierro at Galveston.
Coutiiil
four-maste- d

profit.

Cochise county bears the distinction
of being the wealthiest In Arizona, ac
cording to a table released by the
State Tax Commission at Phoenix. It
leads nil the state in taxable wealth.
The Cochise figures are $172,142,
473.34. They are especially Interesting
In comparison with the assessed valuation of the county published eighteen
years. In 1902 the valuation was
about four million.
A memorial to the boys of the county who paid the greatest price to the
war will be erected In the yard of the
Bernalillo county court house, accord
ing to the plans made at the meeting
of the ' county commissioners.
The
monument Is to he a large gronlte
boulder from the Sandia mountains,
upon which will be a bronze tablet giving the names of the soldiers who lost
their lives during the war.
c
Construction of a great
power plunt In White Rock cañón
on the Rio Grande, forty miles north
of Albuquerque Is a feasible and practical commercial undertaking. The demand for electric energy in the district
embraced In a radius of thirty miles
of the proposed plant site has nearly
doubled within two years, having increased from 34,000,000 k. w. hours In
1917, the date of a preliminary rehydro-electri-

port, to 08,800,000 k. w. hours In 1919.

These are the outstanding features In
a report of Waldo C. Cole, commercial
engineer of the Westlnghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company, upon the
proposed plant of the Rio Grnnde
Light, Heat & Power Company In
White Rock cañón.

Approximately 1,000 coyotes have
been killed In northern Arizona this
year, according to a statement given
out at Flagstaff by M. A. Musgrave,
of the Federal Biological Survey, who
has charge of measures In this state
for control of predatory animals. Musgrave declared predatory animals In
Arizona did $2,000,000 worth of damage to livestock each year.
Announcement has been made by the
Arizona State Fair Commission that
the famous "Victory Show," consisting
of joint exhibits of government departments will be shown during the week
Of November 3rd, ns one of the worth
while features of the 3919 fair. One
of the biggest features of these ex
hibits will be mode up of trophies and
other enemy material cuptured on the
buttleflelds of France by American
soldiers. The captured articles, Includ
ing almost everything from a big
trench mortar to a canteen, have just
been brought to this country and have
never before been on exhibition. With
them will be shown military and naval
equipment of the American forces, in
addition to displays from other departments of the government.
Raton, Word has been received at
Raton that the molybdenum mines
which have been shut down for some
time will resume operations In the
near future. The company is now hir
ing men and teams and have a long
terra contract for their outnut of con- centrates. The operation of the mines
will start at once.
According to Secretary Alexander
nearly two thousand carloads of alfalfa hay were shipped out of Yuma.
Arizona, last'ear and this totol will
be Increased anywhere from 50 to 100

per cent this year.

Los Angeles,

Cal., Aug. 30
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Wtftarn Newspaper Union Newi Service.
COMING EVENTS.

Good Newt for Father.
"My dear," said the banker to his
only drughter, "I have noticed a young
two or three
man In the drawing-rooevenings each week of late. What Is
his occupation?"
"He Is at present unemployed, father," replied the fair girl', a dreamy,
look In her big blue eyes:
"but he Is thinking seriously of accepting a position of life companion to a
Weight for weight, a manila rope Is young lady of means." American
Boy.
Just about as strong as a steel one.
Rich Manchurlan Coal Mines.
The coal mines opened Inst year at
In which
Hollkanglzau,
Manchuria.
1,000 men are employed, are producing
a god quality of coul. The length of
these beds Is said to be about
It Is proposed to build a
light railway from the mines to the
Sungarl river, a distance of about
forty-sevemiles.

By a

What is Castoria
ASTORIA ia a harmless substituía for Castor Oil, Paregoric,
Drop and Soothing Syrups. It ia pleasant It contains neither
Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic substance. Its age ia its guar
ante. For mora than thirty year it has been in constant use for tht relief
of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind Colic and Diarrhoea; allaying Feverish-net- a
arising therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels,
of Food; giving healthy and natural sleep.
aids the assimilation
The Children'! Panacea The Mother's Friend.
The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which baa been in use for over
8Q years, has borne the signature of Chaa. U. Fletcher, and has been made under
his personal supervision since its infancy. Allow no one to deceive you in this.
"
are but Experiments that
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
trifle with and endanger the hesitn orinienta ana
sjfrf--fl-Genuin- e
Children Experience against Experiment

C

slight majority 2,000 switchmen and
yardmen, who have been on strike
here, voted to return to work. The
vote was taken at a mass meeting,
which was addressed by A. F. Whit&
ney, International vice president of
Castoria always bears the signature of Wiaf7-CC4c&tthe Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen.
Following the vote, those who ballotCrumb of Comfort. ;
ed not to return to work declared
Panama Canal Traffic.
Miss S.vmpleson-r-O- h,
dear! I found
According to the report of the govthat, despite the result, they would
ernor of the canal zone for a recent another wrinkle today and I'm afraid
not return to work.
I'm growing old.', And I do so dread It.
month, the nuinber of ocean-goinProfessor Hurlnut Don't worry,
Los Angeles. The four local broth- commercial vessels passing through
erhoods, Including trainmen, conducthe Panama canal for the month wns miss. Beauty Is only skin deep. It's
tors, engineers and firemen, following 161, exclusive of eight United States the mind that counts, and your mind Is
s
government ships on which on tolls still that of a child of ten.
a meeting here, voted by a
majority to return to work.
were levied, other naval ships and
When the world begins to applaud
The action of the men brought to launches. Net tonnage of the 101 comwithout prece- mercial ships aggregated 4S0,807, Pa- a man for his actions his head gets to
an end a railroad tie-ularge for his hat
dent In the history of the West. It nama canal measurement.
caused a cancellation of transcontinental trains, left many points In Cal-ifornia without malls for days, and
threatened a water famine at desert
points dependent on railroad tuuk
cars for their supplies.
Heeding the announcement of the
Kidney and bladder troubles don't ment of the Netherlands granted a ape
charter authorizing Its sale.
government that it would run the disappear of themselves. They grow
The good housewife of Holland
trains at all costs, and the determinaupon you, slowly but steadily, under- almost as soon be without food as would
withtion of United States Marshal C. T.
mining your health with deadly cer- out her "Real Dutch Drops," as sh
quaintly
GOLD
incalls
MEDAL
Haarlem
to
victim
Walton of Los Angeles that all trains
fall
you
a
tainty, until
Capsules.
Their uae restore
In the strike area would be given ade
' Oil
curable disease.
strength and is responsible in a great
quate protection, railroad strikers
Stop your troubles while there is measure for the sturdy, robust health
time. Don't wait until little pains be- of the Hollanders. '"
4
to return to work throughout
'"
come big aches. Don't trifle with disDo not delay. Go to your druggist
southern California.
begin
ease. To avoid future suffering
and insist on his supplying you with a
What was 'regarded as a critical
treatment with GOLD MEDAL Haar- box of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
three
Capsules
lem
or
Oil
Take
sow.
In
In
situation
fruit transportation
the
Capsules. Take them as directed, and
four every day until you feel that you if you are not satisfied with results your
Fresno district was saved when the
re entirely free from pain.
druggist will gladly refund your money.
striking yard and switchmen detern
preparation has been Look for the name GOLD MEDAL on
This
mined to return. Following a visit by
one of the national remedies of Hol- the box and accept to other. In sealed
A. F. Whitney, a vice president of the
land for centuries. In 1690 the govern boxes, three sizes-Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen,
Poor Time to "Butt in."
striking workers at San Bernardino GOOD BROTHER WAS PEEVED
The pale gentleman In the frock
expressed a willingness to return to
robably Parson Would Have Dona coat bore down on the
work.
rumply-halrefellow lying across a
Better to Let Peppery Old Gentlesent on the "down" platform.
Probably Victim of Revenge.
man Finish Nap.
"My friend," remonstrated the pale
Denver. Investigation of certain
gentleman,
"did you ever reckon up
against
made
"And,
George
threats
the life of
fuddermo', bruddern and
G. Klein, slain head of the bootleg
solemnly said good old Parson that if you had placed the price of one
squad of the Denver police department, Bngster in the midst of a recent ser- drink out at compound interest at the
is believed by the police to hold the mon, "lemme beseech yo' Hoi Wake time of the beginning of the Christian,
era you would have $15,400,284?"
most promising clue to the identity of up dar, Brudder Sizzle!"
rumply-halreThe
man
"Who me?" a trifle Indignantly rethe assassin who shot Klein from amon
one
raised
himself
elbow.
bush as the detective was alighting turned the member addressed, starting
"No," he replied. "I haven't figured
from his automobile at the side of his from his nap. "Dat's a purt howdy-do- ;
It out But I'm something of a calcuhome. A reward of $1,000 has been of
howlln' at a pusson
fered by Commissioner of Safety Frank and 'sturbln' his medications. I wasn't lator, all the same, and If you don't go
away about 137 yards in nine and a
M. Downer for Information leading to asleep, sah!"
"Den sah if yo' wasn't asleep yo' half seconds I'll hit you 17 times and
the arrest and conviction of the mur
make you see 42,196 stars. I've Just
derer of Detective Klein. The Police knows what I's been
"Cou'se, I does ; Yo' suid, 'Ho Wuke had four teeth pulled out and you'd
man's Protective Association also of
better go away before the arithmetic
up dar, Brudder Sizzle !' "
fered an additional $500.
"Tassah-But what did I say befo' class gets over the ropes and calls,
time."
Anarchists Take Three Towns.
dat? To' doesn't know, sah I"
London. The towns of Kuplansk,
as to dat, yo' doesn't
'
sixty-on- e
Files
Flag.
miles
of know yo'se'f, half de time what yo'
Many people In Manchester, Eng-lnn- d,
Kharkov, and Pavlovsk, on the Don re 8ayln'. And, leastways, 'twouldu't
were puzzled recently by a
ol 'mount to much, nohow, if yo' was to
river, ninety miles
flying over the College of TechVoronezh, have been captured by the know it Dem's mnh sedlmunts, sah
Bolshevik!, according to a statement is- bnwlln' me out
befo' do nology in that city. The flag combined
sued by the Russian soviet governcong'egatlon.
whole
Kansas the British red ensign with the American Stars and Stripes In exactly equal
ment.
City Star.
proportions. It was the view of
that the new flag might repAviator Is Fined.
Some people can even see the silver
world.
Kansas City, Mo. On a charge of lining to a cloud of adversity If it Is resent the English-speakinflying his airplane within ten feet ol hovering over.
the roof of a farmer's house, Charles
Remember, girls, that it is easier to
H. Levy was fined $25 and costs fot
Many a young man looks upon a do- elope than it is to get back home
disturbing the peace In a Justice Court llar saved as a good time lost.
again.
at Dodson, Mo.
"Just-as-Good-
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Chinese Killed In Mexico.
Nogales, Ariz. The badly mutilated
bodies of two Chinese lessees on the
Los Alisos ranch, thirty miles south
of the border, were found In a cabin
on the ranch. The men who found the
bodies declared that the victims had
been killed on Aug. 21. One body
showed five knife wounds and the
other man had been killed with an ax.
The crime is said to have been per
petrated by some person whose mind
had been Inflamed by the propaganda
which is being circulated against the
Chinese in Sonora.
,

Americans to Found School.
Brussels. The Belgian government
has accepted the proposal of Herbert
Hoover, director general of the inter
allied relief organization, that the
final, assets of the Belgian Relief
Commission, amounting to about
be devoted to the creation of
a foundation for the higher education
of children of the workers and people
of limited means.
"Make Mexico Safe for Americans."
El Paso, Tex. Intervention in Mex
ico and the adoption of the league ol
nations "to make the world safe for
American citizens," were urged by
Gov. W. P. Hobby of Texas, In a speech
made at a dinner given In his honor
here. This announcement was made In
the presence of Mexican Consul Gen-

eral Andres G. Garcia and other Mexican officials who were guests at th
dinner. He said, "The lives and property of American citizens should b
protected In Mexico."

WI

buy
a Big Package of

weighing over a
pound, net

What are you paying
for coffee?
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THE

WAR DEVELOPS

from a submarine clmae

received

of a mile away.
Boat Used as "Ground."
A new type of loop was tried on the
ü. S. S.
wires
In which the lead-iwere brought in from the upper side
of the loop Instead of the lower and
the entire loop was Insulated from the
hull. Better, but not satisfactory, results were obtained. Up to this time
the frame, of the boat had not been
used as a "ground."
The lower side of the loop was removed and the ends of the wire fastened to the bow and stern. The top
of the loop was submerged eight feet ;
slgnuls from Nauen, Germany, were
clearly heard. Very sharp Indications
of direction were obtained when under
water or on top of It. And soon other
stations were heard, Including Carnarvon, England; Rome, Italy, and various merchant vessels.Later experiments showed that communications
can be carried on at sea under all conditions more efficiently with the closed
loop aerial than with the ordinary
antenna now In general use.
three-quarter-

RADIO TRIUMPH
'

Washington, D. C In a general way
It Is known that during the war a
method was found, to communicate
with a submerged submarine from
shore or sea, How this Is done and
how It came to be discovered that It
could be done not until now has been
made public. Like a good many other
revelations t came when the researchers were at work on another problem.
The scientists of the radio section

both transmission and reception under
water. Both he and Mr. Lowell were
sent to New London to work under
Commander McDowell In charge of the
base, to install the apparatus for a try-oon submarine D--l.
It Is a simple
contrivance, the metal frame of the
submarine itself being a part of It,
this being used as a "ground" Just as
the earth Is used In hand telegraphy.
The circuit Is thus made complete. As
of the bureau of standards stumbled finally perfected the loop consists of
on Its secret and the lucky ones to sus- two Insulated wires grounded at the
pect It were two young assistants not extreme ends of the hull carried over
long out of high school. Their experisuitable supports to the conning tower
"
ments and the development of what Is and thence through
down Into the boat to the receiving
known as the "loop aerial" for submarine radio communication by the bu- and sending apparatus. A single turn
reau resulted In a device so simple loop was used on the D-- l.
With It
and perfect,' and producing such won- top submerged three feet signals were
derful results, that the navy has
adopted It and Is equipping all Its undersea craft with this style of loop.
In the fall of 1917 a series of experiments was undertaken by the bureau
to develop an apparatus for the detection of enemy submerslbles. J. A.
and P. D. Lowell were engaged In the work. They had a notion
that a closed or rubber encased coll
Washington, D. C That relentless
of wire offered the best chances for bandit, Raisull, the Villa of Morocco,
success. They made one and threw whose present raids have caused a poIt one night Into a tank of fresh water litical crisis In Spain, has another side.
on the grounds of the bureau near
"He could not bear to hear a child
Chevy Chase, Md. a suburb of Wash- cry, while on several occasions I noington. To their delight they received ticed his care even to avoid allowing
a signal from the big radio station at the bees collected on his cup to drown,"
Arlington.
The next night they sub- Is the surprising statement, not of a
merged the coll In the tidal basin of friend, but of the wealthy American
the Potomac near the new navy build- who was held for ransom by Raisull in
ing. Again the signal came with no 1904, until President Roosevelt sent a
difference In strength whether the loop fleet of war ships and his famous ultior coll was suspended In air or sunk In matum, 'Terdlcaris alive or Raisull
the river.
dead" to Morocco.
Discovery Significant
Ion Perdlcarls' own story of his adThe significance of this discovery ventures as the prisoner of the "Morocstruck both young men. Here was a can Robin Hood" Is told In a communiway possibly to detect the presence of cation sent by him to the National
enemy submarines, but surely to talk Geographic society soon after his rewith our own, which was equally im- lease.
portant, had been thought impossible.
"In many respects the man interThis was In November.
ested and attracted me, In spite of all
In December Improvements In the my natural motives for dislike," said
submerged coll brought the reception Mr. Perdlcarls. "Raisull was at once
of signals from Lyons, France; Paris so gracious and dignified, not to us
and San Diego, Cal. By March last only, but to his own wild adherents,
year excellent signals were received who evidently Idolized their chieftain,
on a single turn coll 150 feet long by whose position among them seemed
sixty feet high having a wave length that of the head of a Highland clan In
the olden times.
of 100 meters by 15,000 meters.
Has a Superior Character.
In April Mr. Willoughby discussed
with Lieutenant Commander H. P. St.
"He was quick to see the tumorous
Clair of the rndlo division of the navy, aspect of a situation, while his repartee
the use of loops on submarines for was as Immediate and to the point as
"rndlo-lead-lns-
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Prince Albert of England on bourd the training ship Exmouth watching
tailors at gymnastic evolutions.

CUBAN VOODOOS SLAY
Keep

Parents on Island

in Con-

stant Fear.
Authorities Act to Prevent Further
man Sacrifices by the

Hu-

Worshiper.
Havanu, Cuba. With the recent sudden outbreak of cannibalistic practices
by voodoo worshipers, which have resulted In the deaths of at least three
Innocent children and a half dozen of
the voodoos, the latter by the application of "lynch" law for the first time
In this country's history, fathers and
mothers are living In constant fear
that their little ones may be spirited
away by the superstitious negroes to
be offered up In sacrifice to "Chungo,"
the god of 'he "Brujos," as they are
called In the Castlllan language.
The voodoos are divided Into various sects each with Its senarate god.
"Round Robin."

consists of a paper
containing a petition, protest, complaint, or congratulations around which
the names of the signers are written
In a circle so as tó avoid giving promto any single name, nnd so
inence
tlint no name heads the list. The term
has been found in Coverdale's preface
to his translation of Calvin's "Tract
on the Lord's Supper," dnted 1540, but
it Is there used by "scurrilous Protestants" i h term of reproach for the
rllmrlinn' "r" nvx. Brewer claimed the
A "round robin"

The latter Include "Babagueyé," god
of sickness; "Elecua." god of Injury;
und
"Olorruun" god of misery,
"Chango," the terrible god, to whom
human sacrifices are made.
"Chango," according to the voodoo
belief, was the son of Olorruun and
Anaragun. He was slain by Elecua,
the "god of Injury," and ascended Into
heaven from a ceiba, or god tree, In
the month of May. It Is In the month
of May, therefore, that the "Brujos"
observe their holy week, when Chango
Is expected to make a weekly visit
to the earth, descending by the ceiba,
his sacred tree, always on Monday. .
The followers of Elecua do not directly offer human sacrifices, although
their henlers sacrifice the lives of some
patients by giving them poisonous concoctions, supposedly a mysterious cure
for some aliment, in order to restore
to health some other patient. Elecua,
being the "god of Injury," his followers believe that good can come to ono

though he had been born In County
Galway itself. In fact, I discovered to
my consternation that I was beginning
to like the man, In spite of my natural
resentment. I found myself unconsciously accepting his contention that
he was not a mere brigand or cattle
lifter, but a patriot struggling to rescue his Berber followers from the tyranny of the corrupt shereeflan officials.
"While standing near Raisull one
day on the village green, of which we
were now allowed the freedom, one of
his followers came up from Tangier,
almost breathless from his haste, to
report the arrival of the two American
squadrons.
The man described how
the eight frigates had entered the bay,
one after.another.
"I watched Raisull with anxiety, lest
apprehending the landing of marines,
with a view to our relief and his own
capture, he might endeavor to drag us
to some more dlstaat and Inaccessible
retreat. What was then my surprise
when, looking up with a bright smile,
he said : 'Well, I think I can now con-

gratulate you!'
"'I do not understand you,' I

re-

plied.

mean,'

answered Raisull, 'that
the presence of these vessels will lead
the authorities at Tangier to make
such representations to the sultan as
may result in his acceding to my demands, and then you will be able to return to your friends.
Part as Friends.
"The next morning It was still dark
when our men began loading the pack
mules, and we reached the crest of the
mountain, which lay between us and
Tangier, Just as the sun rose.
"At last the mules, bearing the silver
dollars, carefully packed In boxes, arrived ; but now luncheon was again
served In honor of Mulat Ahmed, and
must be partaken of, after which the
bullion was counted in another room.
"'The sliver,' said Raisull, addressing me, 'has been counted $20,000, aa
stipulated, in Spanish dollars, but
these letters,' showing me as be spoke
a check book containing certified
checks on the Comptoir d'Escompte,
the French bank at Tangier, 'of the
value of these, which are supposed to
represent $50,000, I know nothing.
However, I will accept them on your

personal guarantee.'
"When I bad examined the checks
certified by Torres and El Gannam,
the sultan's delegate minister of finance, I gave the required assurance
verbally, and Raisull, leading me to
the door, where I found my horse waiting for me, bade me adieu, saying that
he had learned to look upon me as a
friend and that he hoped I cherished
no 111 feeling on account of my detention."
person

only
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through

Injury to

an-

other.
Voodoolsm Is not practiced by the
negroes alone. Many white persons
also are said to secretly take part In
their religious meetings, and accusations have been heard in various quarters of the difficulties encountered by
officers seeking to break up their temples because of the obstacles placed In
tbelr way by persons of Influence.
An active campaign by the authori-

Helgoland to Join Louisbourg

as

a Memory.
Famous French Fortress In Canada
Has Long Been Demolished and
-

Soon the German Stronghold
Is to Be Razed.

Announcement
that the German
forts on the island of Helgoland are
to be demolished recalls the similar
fate of a glorious landmark on Canadian soil. This Is Louisbourg, Nova Scotia, once the pride of New
France, and now a pile of ruins, with
but a faint echo of its original splendor.
Louisbourg was the' remnant of
French power on the Atlantic roast
when the treaty of Utrecht was signed In 1713, reducing the fortunes of
Louis XIV to a iow ebb. From 1720
to 1760 It led a precarious but spectacular existence, Its magnificence as a
defense guaranteed by the expenditure of millions of dollars by the
French government, though millions
were stolen and wasted by dishonest
officials and unhappy officers, whose
only ambition was to get rich and go
home.
The fortress was Imposing, despite
the thievery and mismanagement, and
It required a seven weeks' siege by
Colonel Pepperell and his New Engenders In 1745 to take It from the

French.
By one of those diplomatic Incidents
too plentiful In the history of the new
world, Louisbourg was handed back
to France In 1748 by the treaty of
The New Engenders were furious, but ten years later
the British army and navy, with such
rising strategists as Amherst and
Wolfe taking part, again laid siege
by land and sea, and In another campaign of seven weeks recuptured the
stronghold.
The days of the great fortress were
now numbered. The home of discontent, the abode of smugglers, the den
of thieving officialdom received Its
death warrant In 1760 at the hand of
George II and Pitt in London. So
well was the warrant executed that
for months sailors, sappers and miners
v orked until they laid Louisbourg level with the dust.
And there It remains. Memorials
recording Its history raise their modest heads above the chaos of stones
and mortar. The site on a point three
miles from the railway and the town of
the same name Is remote and forbidding. Should the visitor follow the
shore road by the lonely Atlantic In
summer he will hear tinkling sheep
bells from the pasture where once
stood the French town, now completely obliterated. The great area of the
ruins of the fort gives some hint of
the vnln preparation to hold a lost
grip against the advancing British and
Colonials.
What will be the thoughts of the
tourist as he drops by airplnne on
Helgoland a century hence, witnesses
Itc ruined forts, and contemplates the
futile ambitions of a race that drew
the sword and fought a losing battle
for world domination 1
Married by Order.
A document suggesting that the
holders of certain lands In Scotland
are bound under heavy monetary penalties to marry at the royal pleasure
has been brought to light during a
Scottish appeal case In the house of
lords. The document Is said to have
been prepared by the king and queen
of Scotland In 1559, and It refers to
a tenure known as a "ward." The
heir or possessors of land held In this
manner cannot obtain possession unyears of age
til they are twenty-on- e
If males and fourteen years of age If
females'. If such heirs on taking possession are not married they are bound
to marry at the pleasure and will of
the king with persons of good reputation and similar rank. Thé penalty
payable to the king for refusing such a
proposed marriage , Is double the pecuniary benefit of the marriage.
"Which marriage," adds the order, "Is
esteemed much too dear In this country and almost at the value of the

lands."
Historio

Novelties for Coming Season through the middle of the little
petticoat, which can thus be
Have Made Their Appearance.
lengthened as required..

one-pie- ce

The wash fabrics which do not require Ironing, such as cotton crepe and
a kindred crinkled materials, are much
in demand for the small garments.
These are often made up In the flesh
pink, which always pleases little girls.

It, la Predicted, Will Be
Leader for Fall Wear Designs In
8quare Cut Short Coats Shown.

Dolman,
-

Midsummer fur sales this year have
many novelties to offer, not so much
in new pelts as in the shape and general style design of the garments.
The dolman Is to be a leader, it Is
said, and it will appear In a variety of
lengths. For the woman who likes extreme styles a number of fitted models
are being brought out. One of the
newest is called the "redingote" because It is really cut much on the
same general style line as the redingote dress, with fitted bodice section
and long skirt of peplum, usually cut
away In front so that a front panel, of
the skirt or dress over which It Is
worn may be seen.
Another novelty is the square cut
short coat with loose panel back, collar and cuffs of fur contrasting with
that used for the coat proper. Collars,
especially when made of a different

COVERS

Decorative as Well as Useful Articles
That May Be Made In Moments
of Idleness.

Our sketch Illustrates two useful
types of covers' to make for a birdcage,
that require little more than cutting
out. They can be carried out In llnep,
art serge, or, In fact, almost any remnant of material that may be handy.
They are bound at the edges with
nurrow ribbon.
The spoce enclosed In the dotted
Une in the diagrams should correspond in size with the top of the birdcage, and the four flaps hang downwards on each side. In the center of

fur from that used for the coat, are
usually enormous affairs, really large
enough to qualify as small separate
capes.
The smart little neckpiece of one or
two skins sold In the spring will not
be discarded Immediately by Dame
Fashion, and the woman who owns one
may wear it with perfect serenity right

through the autumn days as an accompaniment for her tnllored street
frock or untrlmmed tailored suit.
Mink, marten and sable were the most
used pelts for these smart little neckpieces. They were shown made of one,
two or three skins, the smaller ones
being little more than choker collars.
Full length fur coats are shown, but
by far the smartest models are those
r
tength,
that are hip or
except, of course, when designed for
evening wear. For general wear the
full length coat Is heavy, and a short
model Is not only less expensive but
gives all the protection required.
three-quarte-

IN RED AND BLUE

U

Covers for Birdcage.

the cover a small oval space is cut
away, through which the handle of the
cage may pass, so that the cover can
be comfortably slipped over the cage
In a moment. If desired, some pretty
little floral design can be embroidered
on three of the flaps, and possibly the '
nnme of the bird worked upon the
fourth.
Diagram A gives the shape of the
cover that Is shown upon the cage In
the sketch, and diagram B gives the
shape of a similar cover, but with
square flaps to hang downwards.
LATEST
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Tree Now Only a Memory.
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SHOES

Pumps Are Smartest Oxfords for Day Dress Come In Various Shapes and Materials.

Colonial

i

1
"VA"Wi"nfffvfrnwiffiTrmii-

-

The colonial pump is the smart shoe
of the season. To be sure oxfords are
also worn for day dress. They are
rather high and are laced not with ribbons, as they were last year, but
with tubular silk lacings. They are
made in kid, suede and black satin.
And the lacing holes are bound with
metal. But the colonial pumps are
newer. They, like the oxfords, have
French heels of medium height, almost
Invariably with a little metal layer
that Is now used to help keep the heels

'
Red roses with blue straw what even.
are
They
brown
made
in
black
and
,
more charming a combination could
kid and in patent leather. Sometimes
be found for so wart a hat?
a buckle of Jet or steel Is fastened at
the bottom of the flaring tongue. One
-

SIMPLE GARMENT FOR CHILD striking and attractive type of colonial pump has the sides of the tongue
"Gertrude" Petticoat Will Please the fastened to the shoe. This holds the
Little Maid aa Well as Her
shoe on, at the same time giving the
Proud Mother.
attractive silhouette of the regulation
colonial pump.

The prettiest of undergarments for
children are the little "Gertrude" petticoats, which slip over the head and
fasten with one small button on one
Many of these have the
shoulder.
simplest of narrow frills at the bottom
and, this Is edged with a fine crochet
lace or bit of Valenciennes. No other
trimming is used on the little skirt.
Children, of course, will not remain
the same size and length, therefore
many mothers run a wide tuck Just

Raffia Trims Taffeta Gowns.
Raffia embroidery is the latest thing
for decorating gowns made of taffeta.
For example, on black taffeta appear
a few sprays of dull pink roses, with
dark green and brown leaves, or trails
of blackberry bramble worked on midnight blue taffeta, little flecks of silver brightening up the whole thing.
More than ever we are calling for em-

broideries.

"Undies" Are of Solid Colors
Though at First Thought They May georgette
Seem Bizarre, They Are Really
touches.
Quite Practical.
e
lar, because
Undergarments developed In black sleeping or
and a great range of vivid colors seem
Two-piec-

The "tree In the road" a mile and
a half west of Hartford, Mich., has
ties In Havana and other parts of been cut down to clear the way for
the Island have resulted in the cap- a new concrete road. This maple tree,
ture of numerous "Brujos" and the supposed to be more than a hundred
seizure of many curious and weird ob- years old, was the most famous and
most cherished landmark of the rejects used by them.
gion. Standing In the middle of the
road on the crest of a hill, It had
Reward for Globe Flight
from the time of the oldest inhabitant
Hoquam,
Wash. Deeds to 1,000 been used as a point from which all
acres of Gray's harbor land, lying distances were measured.
within what It has been hoped for
In giving directions a place was alyears will prove an oil belt,' are to be ways said to be a certain distance
placed in a local bank as a reward for "this side of the tree In the road" or
the aviator who firsts encircles the a certain distance "beyond the tree In
globe. George J. Hlbbard, a Seattle atthe road" With the advance of civitorney, makes the offer, and has set lization, however, the natives have
the time limit for winning the land at reluctantly concluded that the tree
Aug. 1. 1920.
can be dispensed with, since the only
distance people ask about now ts the
Calculating Feet In Knst
term to be a corruption of the French
distance between gasoline tanks. ExThe British admiralty knot or nau- change.
"rond" (round) "ruban" (ribbon). Applied to persons, the term designated tical mile Is 6,080 feet and. the statute
"a religious or political brawler." It knot 6,082.60 feet and Is generally reEducation In China.
was used In this sense by Hacket in garded as the standard. The number
China Is still In the transition period
his "Life of Archbishop Williams" of feet In a statute knot Is arrived at In education. The modera school has
(1692) : "These Wat Tylers and Round as follows: The circumference of the not entirely replaced the ancient methRobins being driven or persuaded out earth Is divided Into 300 degrees, each ods, with large emphasis on the clasof Whitehall." The modern round degrees ccatalnlng 300 knots or (3G0 by sics, verbal memorizing and the writrobin Is said to have originated with 60) 21,600 knots to the circumference; ing of the essay. The conception of
sailors who used the method in trying 21,600 divided Into 131,385,456, the the need of practical education Is on
to secure redress of their grievances, number of feet In the earth's circumthe Increase. The minister of agriculond a record of this Is to be found In ference, gives 6,082.60 feet, .he length
ture In Peking said when calling men
"The Gentleman's Magazine" of 1731. of the statute knot.
for the forestry division, "I- want men
who can grow trees, not essays."

BIRDCAGE

FOR THE

bizarre and rather absurd at first
glance, but when one considers that,
regardless of the season or occasion
for ' which they are intended, outer
garments are now made of the most
transparent fabrics, the need of under things that match or blend with
them will be easily realized. Petticoat combinations and separate camisoles are shown for next season made
of black chiffon and georgette comlace
bined with blnek lace, of
in black or of either of the first named
fabrics trimmed with fine tucking,
drawn work, etc.
Emphasizing the tendency to match
undergarments with outer apparel
chemises and combinations are now
being shown made of brown georgette
and other sheer silks. Brown has already been bulletined as a leading color for outer apparel for next season
and manufacturers of items of lingerie have not been slow to follow
.
this lead.
Bloomers will continue to be in
great demand next season, it seems
certain, as narrow skirts and voluminous petticoats are an impossible
all-ov-

combination.
Crepe de chine and washable satin
are the two fabrics most used in the
development
of undergarments for
fall and winter, and various laces,
dainty hand embroidery or insets of

are

favorite

trimming

pajamas are very poputhey may serve either aa
lounging garments.

Knitted Gaiters.
Knitted gaiters made their appearance in Paris this past spring. White
wool, snugly knitted, answers the purpose of a spat on a low shoe, and appears to good advantage.
Mayhap
this is a style that will find. favor
here as the weeks pass. We are told
that shoes are going to be higher in
price next autumn and leather so
scarce that we may find it best to
wear low shoes and gaiters. In that
case these
gaiters might
be a really useful fad.
well-knitte- d

Smock-Blous- e
Stays.
blouse has
The long
taken a sufficiently Arm hold on the
public fancy. Some of the very smart
new models are shown in crepe de
chine. These are variously trimmed,
some In embroidery, others In braiding,
and in bandings of heavy lace. These
crepe de chine blouses are very serviceable, and are worn with either silk
or cotton skirts.
over-the-skl-

Blouses.
blouses are to be a feature
of the autumn season, but the contrasts will be harmonious rather than
'

Two-ton-

Two-Col-

e

Instead of a light and dark
colors of about equal
strength are preferred.
striking.
color,

two
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INDEPENDENCE

Trade or Sell

I.

20X40 Case tractor, plows and
disc. Practically new for salvor
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER
trade for cattle, land or young
mules, generous terms, priced to
SaWriptioi $1.50 Per Yr
Ira Thedford Mills, NM
matter at ths sell.
Entered as
w4pd
Mexico
New
Roy,
pojtoffice in
IRVIN OGDEN. SR.

second-clas-

SPANISH-AMERIC-

s

The Next Best Thing To Being
Prosperous Is To Appear

This part of the country needs rain.
Bean harvest is here again. We are
not dreading this harvest as we have
heretofore for every one is cutting
their beans.
Some wheat has been sown in this
country and is looking real nice.
Guy Carpenter called at Mrs. Gibbon's home Monday.
Miss Lillie and Mr. Dean Gibbons
spent Sunday with Ruby Everett.
Mrs. Turner and family of Oklahoma are visiting their daughter, Mrs.
WV A. Witt.
A. J. Rose spent Sunday at the
Witt home.

Prosperous

-

That it has sufficient Capital and Surplus for all contingent
and leginimate needs. That it is able to repay your monny
on demand.

God-cha-

We have the largest combined Capital and Surplus of any
bank io MoraCounty. .
j
We are prosperous as well

as progressive and experienced.

We pay over to you in money (not in

check books) any depositor
sam3 was received.

lk

trading stamps

Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday even-

ing at 745 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

at the Christian Churcn.

Your presence is necessary.
G. R. ACERN'ATHY," Supf.
CHRISTIAN

or

of

Roy Trust and Savings Bank,

i

ROY,

New Mex.

.

Presidknt,

HOMER HOLMES,
Lusk, Sec'y.

ROY

just demand as cheerfully as the

And we solicit the business of all desiring the services
a concern conducted along these lines.

2--

Y. P. S. C. E.
Jeannette

It is of vital importance to you that the depository of your
funds is prosperous. That it Í3 gaining ground.

A. F. Pate, has sold his farm
"There is too much typhoid 16 miles North of Roy and will
fever in New Mexico" says- Dr. have a big farm sale Sept, 18th.
Ms Edwin Olson and Miss Opal
He will go to Grand Junction,
C. E. Waller, State CommissionEverett spent Sunday at the Joe Cook
Deagain.
to
State
locate
Colorado
the
"and
Iletilth,
er of
home.
partment of Health proposes to
Mrs. Edmonds and son have returned to their home in Oklahoma.
take active steps to reducs its
Grover Thornton is doing some carPUBLIC SALE
prevalence. This is one of the
work near Gladstone.
penter
will
at
offer
Public
We
Auction
the
at
over
diseases
G. W. Powells entertained Mr. D. R.
communicable
G. B. Hall farm 2' N. and 3 East o?
Carpenter and son Guy and Jack
which health officials have been Roy on
Sunday.
1919
10,
WEDNESDAY,
SEPT.
able to establish an effective
Powell has' traded his bicycle
Steve
Sale to commence at 10 o'clock a. m.
for a couple of burros.
control Brilliant results in its
sharp, the following property'
Roy Meyers has been working for
1
TWO MULES
other
prevention have been accomplishMcDaniel but has returned home
John
good
mule.
work
ed in the Army and in a number
7 extra good to harvest beans.
CATTLE
HEAD
TEX
Mr. Dave Sells an.l Marion Walters
of states. The safeguarding of milch cows, 2 spring calves.
n
iitiílrvl Ihft moni :tt ni- Vnllnv Vínu.
disposal
sanitary
supplies,
water
4 yearling heifers, 1
heifers! r;cv rcnort a ,00li camp meeting
of human excrement, prevention
HOUSEHOLD GOODS Organ and! We ave .clad to welcome our old
npilibors. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
offlv breeding, detection and oiher household goods.
LiCMfc Or bALIi A credit ot 11 Myers, to their old home on the W.
libo
ti5ii
estraintof carri?rs, in
iro'.in:, umier me :ono,ving conditions y, . I'.ivevs rancn
of typhoid vacfine. are some of
Sums of $10.00 and under, cash in
Mr. Grover Thorn con's sister of!
discount for cash cn Texas is visiting here.
the measures which have been hand, 10 per cent
sum:; over S 10.00, lor Cash in 30,
Dr. Gibb's sister arrived last week
uccesfuüy employed in recent nil
,
All r.ctea will from Colorada Springs and will
8 per cent discount.
years .
draw per cent from date vi sale 'jnd main this winter and take charge of
Safe wat. ir turpi its and sani- - all no!e3 not pail wh:n djo wi;l draw hii household, bnc Ivas business interests in Colorado which have kept
tary dispc5 of sewage arc do- - 12 per cent from date wf sale,
her until this time and she is a lady
' sale, pm
chaser giving bankable noc- of considerable literary attainment.
manded by everv COnideratlon
or approved security. ,o property We trust Roy will be able to keep
of health and coir m in decency, removed till settled for.
her permanently..
G. B. HALL, and
as well as civic pride, and all
MRS, GERTRUDE HEDGECOKT
good citizens will approve of
Owners.
To Rent on Shares; 100 acres
Departthis action by ti e Stat;
COL. F. O. WHITE.
good wheat land in fine condiof
s
A net. Rov, N. M.
ment of Health. By such
and ready to be "prepared
tion
SCHULTZ,
L.
Clerk.
F.
other states have very
LUNCH AT NOON
and
sown
now. W. H. Guthman
greatly reduced the prevalence
Bring jour own Blinking Cup
Roy, N, M.
of typhoid fever, and New Mexico
can do just as well, if not better.

Church Directory
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Services 2d Sunday of eack
month at 11 a. m. P.OOPM.

4th Sunday of each month 'at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. in.
Communion service at the morning service.
PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m.
'
MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11 00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W.

Feakn, Fastor.

re--

j

(1

Methodist Episcopal Church
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PUBLIC SALE

'

....I will offer at Public Auction at my
SIGNS
farm 10 miles northeast of Mills, 10
I
to
advise
beg
those who will
north of Roy near Palouse School-hous- e
need bulletins for the Harvest
on
TUESDAY, SEPT., 9, 1919.
Festival to hand me their orders
Sale tof commence at 10 o'clock a.
before Wednesday Sept, 10th, as
m. sharp, the following property:
I
18 HEAD, HORSES
shall have but limited amount
Good Light Horses, Mares and of time for such work and I
Colts, 1 to G years old.
Some broken to work, some unbrok- shall do the work in the order in
en. Some good Saddle-Horsewhich it is received.

co.

One of thee measures is to allow
Soldiers and Sailors to vote wherever
they may be. It is a good thing and,
if it had been in operation the last
plprtinn it- YL'vlM Vl'.ivo tiilon mnrr
Usual Terms.
"Fixing" to have carried the State
MRS. IDA J. BROWN, Owner.
Republican. As it is, 'it will not affect COL. F. O. WHITE,
many voters in future, unless Congress
Auct., Rov, N. M.
votes for more war by refusing to j? G. PARKS, ClevK,

C Al?

such a world utility
family
it e
that it would aim i si s j n
ought to hav3 its Fo:J car. Rimbout, Tour
ingCar, Crap2, Sailan, (the two latter have en
Ford

ctrj lnva b2:):n3
5

if:

.

September 10th is the date set for
the Special Election at which voters
may register their wishes as to three
amendments the Legislature wants
made to the Constitution of New Mexi- -'

UNIVERSAL

a--

n:j

;

fleam.

3rd Sunday at Roy Christian
11 am and 7:30 pin
Church
2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
Ham and 7:30 p

m

Pastor

J. M. WILSON,"

closed bodies), and the Truck Chassis, have re
BAPTIST

ally become a part and parcel of human life.
You

want one because its service will be profit
We solicit your order

able.

at once because

while production is limited, it will be first come,

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.

first supplied.

s.

O. W.

.Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

1

CATHOLIC

FOR SALE

Mas3 twice each month 2d and

Model 90 Overland car in good
J
Inquire at
condition, Cheap,
Another is to place all the Schools
Public sale
and Institutions of the State under' I will offer
office.
4t
Public Auction at the the
at
one Board of Control. This would Wm. Lynn
farm 8 miles north of Abmake one of the most nowerfnl nnlirt. bott, 23 miles east of Springer, 16 N.,
AUCTION SALE
cal machines imaginable for the party 2
o
Building in Roy oi
E. of Mills; 14 W. of Gladstone.
At the old
in power. It would make every superSAT. SEPT., 6, 1919
THURSDAY. SEPT. 11, 1919
intendent and teacher in all the schools Sale to commence at 10 o'clock, a. m.
at 2 o'clock p. ra. Sharp
and colleges, Prisons, asylums and
sharp, the following property;
GOODS OF EVERY
HOUSEHOLD
every public institution absolutely de21 HEAD OF CATTLE i rod Poll
DESCRIPTION,
pendent ivc his job on the Governor ed cows, 3 to 8 yrs. old, giving milk; Jewelry, Clocks, Talking Machines,
' and Legislature and a county that was 2 good Holstein cows 4 yrs. old, fresh
Watches, Etc,
Democratic would b forced to suppoit in fall; 2 Jersey cows 3 and 8 yrs.
TERMS: CASH
only republican hirelings in school? three good milch cows 3 to, 9 yrs., 2
F. A. SARGENT
and other state ruled institutions. It giving milk, 1 fresh soon. Shorthorn
is vicious and is asking a free people Bull 18 months; 2 good yearling steers
HORSE SALE
to vote away their birthright.
7 good Red Polled spring calves.
I will offer at Public Auction at the
The other is the coarest, most brutal
Span
SIX HORSES AND MARES
Stock Yards, Roy, IS. M., on
request of all. It asks that the peo good heavy work horses bays, 6 yers
SATURDAY, SEPT. 13, 1919
ple relinquish their right to say when old. Blue work horse 9 yrs old; Span Sale to commence at 1 o'clock, p. m.,
C.B. STUBBLEFIELD & Co.
ITOpiietOl
they shall be bonded and taxed for any bay mares 6 and 8 yrs old; one riding
(INCORPORATED)
sharp, the following property:
purpose and to any extent and let the pony.
10 HEAD BROOD MARES
Legislature have full power to spend
Some broke to Work
MACHINERY No. 5 "Keystone"
all the money they choose for any pur- Well Drill with Extra Tools; Water
6 HEAD OF GOOD GELDINGS
pose and the people have nothing to Tank and Wagon; Overland Car; all Good work teams; Also some yoani;
do with but pay the taxes.
well were left for investigation.
Stock
in good shape.
Photos
With the record the last legislature
TERMS OF SALE 60 days without
A credit of 15 months; $10.:
TERMS
The taxes for 1919 were reFor farm views see- made in fooling away money and at- and under, cash; 10 per cent discount nterest; 8 per cent from date of sale
ported all paid in from Mora
L. G. Deubler
tempts to create a ohst of political for cash on all sums over $10.00.-- For for one year on all notes, if terms are
showing that all Roy people have
Pensions for party workers, such as Cash in 30 days, 8 per cent discount; equired.
v.
the late Gasoline Bill, Tax Collecting all notes not paid in 90 days will draw
J. S. BALLARD. Qnr.
paid their taxes this year. Roy
Bill, Road Superintendent bill and 8 per cent interest from date of sale. COL F. O. WHITE, Auct. Roy. N. M.
about $1100.00 to spread out
has
other grafts to create a political maMRS. N. D. and MR. WM. LYNN, F. L. SHULTZ, Clerk.
P.minii! mpt from
Tha PnvVitlno-now till taxes are due again
Owners
chine that can't be beaten by the vicTuesday evening instead on Mon. and will get along on it by strict
ruBLic sale:
tims who have to pay the taxes to COL. F. O. WHITE,
( will offer at Public Auction a
support it besides financing the opAuct., Roy, N. M.
Sal - economy. Members of the board
V' t f ay or rouj:ine business.
r'ttim 12 miles NE of Roy, 7 iiu'mm
position.
E: G. PARKS, Clerk.
auowea
i
were
anes
ana present, Mayor Brown, Trustees
oi onicers
ii Mills, on.
This, with a Governor who openly
LUNCH AT NOON
191'J
12.
SEPTEMBERS
Cups
paid.
Drinking
FRIDAY
Politics"
minor
bills
"Plays
Some
own
your
Bring
profesen thai he
'some
Floersheim and Ogden.
Sale to commence at 10 u'cloek. a. m., I
ought to make any tax payer Mop
in connection with the old
ils
n
Ko
,r:f
rtv:
nr
fnllnivinf
,Vira
work long enough to vote against such
Relinquishment For Sale
U HEAD OF HORSES -- liny Maiv
a form of peerage as this amendment
320 acres, 60 acres broke, all 3 yrs. 1000 lbs.; lay horsi 2 yvá. 1U50
is intended to force upon us.
brown
If vou are not enough of an Ameri- - j fenced, 160 acres good level farm lbs. bay horse 4 yrs. lOflft lbs- -; IV
yrs.
9 yrs. 805 lbs.; Lay mart
ware
can to so and vote .against thwe
balance good pasture, a 10Ü0 lbs.: 3 horser, 2 y.rs. !M0 lbs.;
land
perhe
all
nendments, you deserve
span yearling mares; yearítnií horre.
secatlon they will enable a soulesr, and snap, $iuu.uu uiKta n.
prcsdy political machine to bnnr up- George Lewis Kephart N M t4p colt; suckhKg horse colt.
18 HEAD OF CATTLE 10 good
on you. The party in power is the only
feerfer, ore
cows, one
milch
perto
chance
party that wants such a
vearling heifer, 3 ccming
petuate itrclf, and if you vote for it
To Trade Good town property heifers, 3 coming yearling steers.
or don't vote atcain't it you ere unwise.

ratify the Peace treaty.

4th Sundays
at the
Roy, N. M.
Church.

Catholic

S--

i

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

Nii-Sh-

i oy

uarag

and LIVERY

ROY,

New Mex.

J. W. Beck, Manager,

Rev. Fr.

Felix Vachon,
Priest in charge,

LODGE DIRECTORY
A. F. & A, M.
ACACIA

residence and business buildings FARM MACHINERY AND HAS.NESS Gaod wagon,. Hcosier Gitan
in Tar River Okla. for land on Drill, J. D.
Riding Cultivatar,
the Roy mesa. P. A. Barnett
Emerson Lister Ciiitivator, BreaMag
iíoy, N. M. Plow, 2 sets of Leather Harness, tjooa
-

Winter Onion Sets
T hnvo. 10 bushels for
sale at
Mills,
farm,
my Valley View
2tpd
Tom Turner
N.1L

EX ray- - Brown and white
Whiteface heifer, past 2 yrs old
branded F left ribs, has been

u-i-

'

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds Is now

teaching Music in the Roy
Piihlir. Schools and has re
vised her schedule accord- ingly. See her at the School

- rte

E
with W catUe on
Mnvpmher. Owner call and
4tp
get, her and pay for adv.
Vidal Martinez, Uoy, in.

Saddle, 30 bbl Water Tank, 2 Water
Wire
bbls, Forks, Hoes, Chains,
Stretchers, Cham Boomers, d good
Hogs, General Hoasehold Goods, cook
stove, White Sewing Machine, Empire Cream Separator Cap, 3?f.

i

Attrinrt

U

school lessons.

STRAYED
yearling filly, last
gray
gradT Holstein
.Dark
LUNCH AT NOON
Fr.r Sale- Hi-- h
uPpniit the north side of the
Bring; yonr own Drinking Cups
U
i M tchell pasture, Union Co. about
bU
oTy
Kodak Finishing: I am now prea ew July 29th, $5.00 reward for
io Registry
pared to do all kinds, mail their
leading to
weeks old.
Ed Murwy Kephart, N. M. 2t to L. E. Deubler
!

-

UVL:

Tnn,dír'M

le

53

F. S. Brown, W. M.

Irvin Ogden, Secy.
All Masons welcome.

I.IO.O.IF.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall '
Every Wednesday
Evening
Visiting Brothers always wel
come.
E. J, Floersheim, N. G.
Wm, G. Johnson, Sec'y.
'

Rebekah Degree

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Mrs. Myra O. Derees. N.rG;
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Secy.

Visiting Sisters welcome

f esuv ai
if

V

J. B. LUSK
Attorney at Law
Prompt and

Careful Attention
Entrusted

Given all Business
to me

TEEMS OF SALE A credit of 12
months; sums of $10.00 and under,
cash; 10 per cent discount for cash.
Cash in 30 days, 8 per cent discount;
For cash in 60 days 6 per cent discount. If not paid when due 12 per ct.
interest from date of sale.
LEO S. DAVIS, Owner.
COL. F. O. WHITE, Auct, Roy, N. M.
F. L. SCHULTZ. Clerk.

HnilfS

NO.

Meets 2d and 4th Saturdays of month

-

(

LODGE

ROY

September 25, 26, 27,
1919

NEW MEXICO

Benefactor of Men.
The New Yorlt Sun's Appreciation
of the late Dr Mary Walker contains
this tribute: 'Onp ileht of grtititudi)
men owe Doctor Wuil.cr which they
ought not to forgot. She was the Inventor of the Inside neckband on shirts
which protects the flesh from being
rubbed by the "ollar button." Out look.

THE
""NOTICE FOK rUBLICATlOM
IN 01 ICE FOK I'tBLlCAIlO.N
Department of the Interior, U. S. Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Clayton, New
Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, August 20, 1919
Mexico, August 26, 1919.
Notice is hereby gwcn that Victoria
Notice is hereby given that Nicola3
A. Mitchell, of Mosquero, New Mexico, Sandoval, of Roy, New Mexico, who,
Who, on Sept., 8, 191G, rajado Home-stea- d on August 12, 1914 and October 11,
Entry, No. 02303. for the 1915, made Homestead Entry No.
NE4, Section 22, Township 17 N., 021592 and No. 02376.1, for the E
Range 29 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has SE',, SW'A
Sec. U, NE'A
filed notice of intention to malw Final NE',4, Sec. 14, N'a NE'4, NV4 NW',4,
Three Year Proof, to establish claim Section 13, Township 19 N., Range
to the land above described, before 4 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has fi'cd
W. H. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner,
intention to make Three Year Proof,
at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on to establish claim to the land above
the 13th day of October, 1919.
described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Commissioner,
at his office at Roy,
Carlos Montoya, Jose I. Vigil, Fran- New Mexico, on the 20th day of Octo
cisco L. Vigil, Salomon Perea, all of ber, 1919.
Mosquero, New Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE,
Juan Isidro Romero, Syforino GarRegister. cia, Encarnación Garcia, VieorHe Martinez, all of Roy, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO ,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Register
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, August 20, 1919.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Notice is hereby given that David
Ledoux, of Roy, New Mexico, who, Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Cleyton, New
on August 17, 1916, made Homestead
Mexico, August 20, 1919
Entry, serial. No. 022594, for Lots
Notice is hereby given that Edward
1 and 2, Section 19, Township 20 N.,
Range 23 E-- N. M. P. Meridian, has S. Clvrisnian, of Mills, Mora Co., New
filed notice of intention to make three Mexico, who, on November 9, 1915,
year Proof, to establish claim to the made Homestead Entry, No. 021101,
NW',4, Section 35, Township
land above described, before F. II. Fos- for W
ter, at U. S. Commissioner, on the 22 N., Rango 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice, of intention to
21st .day of October, 1919.
make Final Three Year, Proof, to
Claimant names as witnesses:
1!. R. Reedcr, Pat Ledoux, Alfredo establish claim to the land above deAbevta, F. N. Coldiron, all of Roy, scribed, before F. II. Foster, U. S.

SE,

N. M.
FAZ VALVERDE,

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.

Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, August 20, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Alfonzo
C. de Baca, of Gallego?, N. M., who,
on August 8, 1910 and May 8, 1919,
made original II. E. 022793, Additional,
No. 026249, for Lot 1, SEVt NE',4, Sec.
4; Lots 2. 3, 4, SW',1 NE',4. S' NWV,,
NE',4,
Section 3, Lot 1, SE',4
Section , Township 17 N., Range 32
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final thrje year
Proof, to establish claim to Va?, and
nbove described, before W. II. Wilkcx,
U. S. Commissioner, at Lis ollicc at
Roy, Nev Mexico, on tlvj 21st d;;y r
October, 1919.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Eufracio Baca, Encarnación Anaya,
Alfred Gallegos, Eugenio B Gallegos,

Jr.

all of Gallegos, N. M.

i'XZ VALVERDE,'
Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department, of the Interior. U. S.
Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, August 20, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Merced
Montoya, of Buevero3, New Mexico,
who, on August 29, 1910, made Home-stea- d
Application Serial, No. 022920,
for the SE',4 NE'4, NE'A SE',4, Wtt
SEU, Section 32, Township 22 N.,
Range 29 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
three year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
W. II. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, at
Roy, New Mexico, on the
21st day of October, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Serafín T. Baca, of Kephart, New
Mexico. Emilio Gonzalez, of Kephart,
New Mexico, Canuto Gonzalez, of
Bueycros, New Mexico, Tslesforo
of Bueyeros, New Mexico.
PAZ VALicDE.
his office

at

Uli-bar-

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, August 26, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Conway
L. Leirsey, of Gallegos, Union Co.,
New Mexico, who, on October 27, 1915,
made Homestead Entry, No. 021084,
SE'4, NE
for SE' SWV4. S
SE',4, and NE',4, Section 31, Township
17 N., Range 31 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year, Proof, to
establish claim to the land above de
scribed, before F. H. Foster, U. b.
at his office at Roy,
Commissioner,
on the 17th day of October, 19iy.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Robert Rogers, Silas Anderson,
Harry Skipping, W. R. McLane, all
of Gallegos,

New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, August 29, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Emma

Seaman, of Mills, Mora Co., New Mexico, who on January, 16th 1916, made
Homestead Entry, No. 020903, for W
S'3 SW'4, Sec. 25, SE',4 NEU,
EM SEV4, Sec. 26, and NE'A NE',4,
ennr, as Tnwnshin '21 N.. Ranire
24 E., N. M. P. Meridian, ha3 filed
notice of intention to mane inrue
Year, Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, New Mexico, on the 27th
day of October, 1919.

SE',

New Mexico.
FRANCISCO

DELGADO

,

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, August 20, 1919

(121935-Sant-

g

aFe

Rng. 24E.
Twp. 21N.
N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
intention to make Final three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before W. H. Willcox,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office in
Commissioner at Rov, N. M., on the
9th day of Sept. I9I9.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Grover C Till Edward F Cheney
--

S.-c-

SEJ-NE-

Ei-SE-

Lot,

6

6

c.

NJ-N-

lth

E.

l,

St

9--

Fairview Pharmacy
The Roy Druft Stóre

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

PAZ VALVERDE.

It

thins
folly

other
to do

as his

post-off- ic

We solict your patronage

N. M.

C. Moore who gives Mosquero,

address, did on July

9,

1919, file in this office his duly corrobo- Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Clayton, New
rated application to contest and secure
Mexico, August 20, 1919
the cancellation of y.iur H. E. Seilal
Notice is hereby given that Jose
No. 025158 made June 20, 1917, forNJ-SEi- , Antonio Lucero, ot Koy, Morn
Co.,

Sec. 21, T. 19N, K. 29E, N

I'M New Mexico, who, on Sopiemle.-- ,

M

lith,

grounds for hi 3 contest alleges 1916, made Homestead Entry, No.
for SWV, NEl4, SEU NWV,,
that William Hunt has totally aband- 02,'!049,
V!,2 NW',4, Section 23, Township 19
oned said land for mon than one year N., Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
last past and that said abandonment has filed notice of intention to make
and absence was not due to the nntry-n.an- .s Proof, to establish claim to the land
described, before" F. II. Foster,
employment in any Military above
U. S. Commissioner, at his ofiice at
service or Naval or Marine Service of Koy, New Mexico, on the 10th day
of
the United States.
October, 1919.
Claimant names as wit.ne.ses:
You are, therefore, further notified
J. D. Romero, Went C. Baca, Joso
that the said allegations will be taken
De
Jesus Medina, Thmas Vigil, all
by this office as having been confessof Roy, New Mexico.
ed by you, and your said entry will be
PAZ VALVERDE,
cancelled thereunder without your furRegister.
ther right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file in tiiis office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication of
this notice, as shown below, your answer, under oath, specifically meeting
and responding to these allegations of
contest, or if you fail within that time
to file in this office due proof that you
have served a copy of your answer
on the said contestant either in person or by registered mail.
If this
service is made by the delivery of a
copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy, showing the date of
its receipt, or the affidavit of the person by whom the delivery was made
stating when and where the copy was
delivered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
Wind mills, Well casing
the postoffice to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must he accompanied
pumps
and cylinders, Gas
by the postmaster's receipt for the
Try the new
letter.
pipe,
You should state in your answer the
name of the postoffice to which you
desire tuture notices to be sent to yu.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Date of first, publication, Aug, 30, 191'
and

a-- i

Baum Bros

P. & O. Farm

Implements

Farm Wagons &

beds,

stock

tanks

;

- second
- third
- fourth

.

-

Sept, 6 -

- .
- -

. .

-

. .

13.
20

- -

-- 0-

Fact and Fiction.
In novels n man nearly always marries the rlKbt woman. And Mr succeeds In doing so i:hout half (ho time
In real life
Topeka Capital.

Samson
Windmills

Roller bearings,
SELF OILING
Auto and tractor oils

Roy, N. M.

,

ft'

rfiiiiiJJiiiJfcy-

cffjorner's
ftusú'ProofCcrscís

'

Register.

Where the Folly Lies.
hardly ever foolish to do n
because wo want to do it. The
II"S n tI,,n- - ec!UISB
lies I
people thln! we (Might to want
It, and we do not.

Mrs Frank Seidel Proprietor
Clean Rooms for rent

Contest No. 6546
To William M. Hunt of Unknown
Ccntestee:
You are hereby notified that Charley

NEJ-NW-

M. D. GIBBS,

Proprietor,

Pure Drugs and Chemicals

xt;.

Is

New Cafe

Aug. 15, 1619

,

,

Register.

Department 'of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Clayton, N. M.

0

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Clayton, New
Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, August 26, 1919.
Mexico, August 20, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Alfred
ia Viorehw
that Harry
Mexico, who,
T. Porter, of Solano, Mora Co., New Kress, of Mosquero, New
April 11,
Mexico, who, on October 29th, 1915, on Sept. 13, 1916, amendedentry, No.
timoatoal ttntrv. No. 021099, 1917, made Homestead
...i
for L,ots l, z, 3, sec, i mu
for NE'4 SE'4, Section 25, Township n 023077,
inn 9.R. TownshiD 18 N..
t f 1
in. m. sr. men-dia19 N., Range 2b
Meridian, has
has filed notice of intention to Range 28 E., N. M. P.
to hiums j.mcc
make Final Three Year. Proof de-to filed notice 01 intention
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
establish claim to the land above
H.
scribed, before F. H. Foster, U. b. land above described, before F.Roy,
at
at his office at Roy, Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
Commissioner,
OcNew Mexico, on the 21st day of OctoNew Mexico, on the 20th day of
ber, 1919.
tober, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
A.
Charlea W. McNeill, Benjamin F.
Walter Ross, Earl Ross, OscarNew
Brown, John C. McNeill, Aurelia
Million, Joe Allen, all of Solano,
Trujillo, all of Mosquero, N. M.
Mexico.
5t

MORA
ABSRTACT
COMPANY

for NE'A. Section 20, Township 18
N, Range 30 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
Depurtmfiit of the Interior, U. S. Land Final Three Year, Proof, to establish
Office nt Clayton, New Mexico
claim to the land above described,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New Mexico,
Office at Santa Fe New Mexico.
on the 20th day of October, 1919.
Mora, New Mexico
Notice is hereby given that Thomas
Claimant names as witnesses:
on
A. Turner, of Mills, N.M. who,
Price Field, J. T. McFarland, Chas
Complete Index to AH Lands
August 17, 1915 & March 30, I9I6 made P. Field, George B. Spivey, all of
New
and
Town Property in Mora
Mexico.
David,
Homestead entries Clayton Serial no.
PAZ VALVERDE,
County.
Serial no. 024468,
Register.
the NWi NWJ Sec. 18, Twp 21
N, Rng. 25E. and the NtiEJ Sec. 13,
NOTICE OF CONTEST
.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Sfe'j-SE-

New Mexico.

DELGADO

WOilCti FOK rutiLICAUOiV
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, August 26, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that George
W. Hale, of Mills, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who, on June 20th, 1916, made
Homestead Entry, No. 026925, for S'j
SE'4, Section 23, Township 22 N,
Rango 24 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to meke Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F. II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office at Roy, New Mexico, on the
20th day of October, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
C. D. Horn, W. E. Cunningham,
Roy Watts, J. A. Baker, all of Milh,

Notice is hereby given that Francisco Sanchez Y, Medina, of Roy,
Mora Co., New Mexico, who on August
21, 1916, made Homestead Entry. No.
022805, for NV, SE'4, SW'A SE'A,
Arthur 1) Ilurford Jose C Poesías.
Sec. 12, and NW'A NE'4, Section 13,
5
all cf Mills, N.M.
Township 18 N.. Range 25 E., N. M. P.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
to make Final Three Year, Proof, to
Register.
establish claim to the land above described, before F. 11. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Koy,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
New Mexico, on the 9th day of OctoDepartment of the Interior
ber. 1919.
U. S. Lar.d Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Claimant names ns witnesses:
July 30th. Ijlo
Commissioner,
at his ofiice at Roy, P. J. Laumbach, Julian Sandoval.
New Mexico, on the 13th day of Octo- Jesus Montoya, Pedro Montoya, all
Notice is hereby given that
ber, 1919.
of Roy, New Mexico.
Hiram I). Upton, of Solano, NM. who,
-,
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE,
July 0, lol.- made II-0190;3 for the
Tito Ilutado, T. V. Siler, W. E. CarRegister.
13;
J
J
H.
New
Mills,
all
of
T.
ter,
Pohiskie,
J
Scí',21; Twp. ISN. Rng. 2010,
Mexico.
'NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE,
and Lots 2i3 Sec. .), Twp. 18N, R 27 E
Register.
Department of the Interior
N.M I'M. has filed
U. S. Land Office Santa Fe, New Mex notice of intention to make Final Three
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S
July. 30 191o.
Year, Proof, to establish claim to the
Land Office at Clavton, New
land above described, before
Notice is hereby given that
Mexico, August 26, 1919.
of Sabinoso N.M. Jack P. Mills. U S. Commissioner, at
Erskin 1!. Cropp,
Notice is hereby given that Genoveva G. Madril, of Roy, Mora, Co., New who. on Juno. 10, 1915, made Addi- Solano, N.M on Sept.lSth, I9I9.
Mexico, who. on Auguts 18, 1916, made tional II. E.,
Claimant names as witnesses;
serial No. 023880,
Homestead Entry, No. 022783, for for NEj-SE- J
Section 17 Isidro West, Phil Miller
and
of Solano,
NW'i. SE',4, SW'4 NE'4, and EVa
1
Lot
0
and
Sec,
Andruda,
Leopoldo
West
Lee
19
18,.
N.,
Township
NW',4, Section
Range 25 E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has Township 16 N., Kange 24 East N M P
All of Roy New Mexico
filed notice of intention to make Final M., has filed notice of intention to
PAZ VALVERDE. Register.
Three Year, Proof, to establish claim nakc Final Three Year Proof, to estabto the land nbove described, before
F. II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at lish claim to the land above described,
his office at Roy, New Mexico, on the before United States Commissioner at
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
17th day of October, 1919.
Trementina. N. M, on Sept. 19, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Isidro Romero, Seperino Gar
cia, Roman Sandoval, Tuez Sandoval, Bentura Quintana,
Roman Quintana Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
all of Rov, New Mexico.
L M Howe
Petrolino Quintana
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
PAZ VALVERDE.
All of Trementina, New Mexico
Notice is
July. 3t, 191')
Register.
hereby given that Sautiago Maestas
FRANCISCO DELGADO:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Register. of Roy, N, Mex, who on July 18th,
Department of the Interior, U. S.
1916, made HE.
No. 022343, for Lots
Land Office at Clayton, New
18:
3&4:
Mexico, August 20, 1919
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
Notice is hereby given that Agueda
Twp, 19N. Rng 20E. ' EJ SEJ Sec. 13
P. rti Vii'il. of Mosnuero. New Mexico.
Section 24,
who, on Sept., 8., 1916, made Home- - Department of the Interior. I S. Land and
Range 25E N.M.P,
I9N'.
Township
uzauju.
tor
iNo.
ine
teaii Jintry,
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
SW'4, Section 10, Township 17 N.,
Aug. 12 1919.
Range 29 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
to make three year final proof to estabNotice Is hereby given that
filed notice of intention to make Three
claim to the land above described
lish
claim
the
to
Year Proof, to establish
Mary A. Clark of Mills, N. M. who.on before F. H.
Foster, U.S com, Roy
lind above described, before W. II. Feb. 9, 1916,
H-mace
no.05789 for N M on the
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, at his
day of Sept. I9I9.
Sec. 27 Two. 22N. Rng. 24E.
office at Rov, New Mexico, en the
names as witnesses:
Claimant
13th day of October, 1919.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
Roman Maestas Pedro Gonzales
Claimant names as witnesses:
notice of intention to make filial three
Mitch-e'.Pedro M on toy
Jesus Medina
Carlos Montoya, Victoria A.
year, proof, to establish claim' to the
Salomon Perea, Roman Peres,. all
All of Roy, New Mexico '.
laud
above
described,
F.
II.
before
of Mosquero, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
I'Vter, V. S. Commissioner, ' at his
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register
Register. ofiice nt Roy, New Mexico, on the
7th day of Oct. I9I9
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Claimant names its witnesses:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Department of the Interior, U. Si
Land Ofiice at Santa Fe, New
C D Horn
J A Baker
Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, August 26, 1919.
E Watts
R
T
E
Siler
Mexico, August 20, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Alvin
all of Mills N.M.
Notice is hereby given that Walter
E. Lusk, of Mills, Mora Co., New MexRoss, of Solano, Mora Co., New MexiFRANCISCO DELGADO. Register ico, who, on February 17, and March
co, who, on August 3rd, 1916, made
Register. 6, 1916, made Homestead Entrys No.
025869, and No. 021708 (Clayton, N.
Homestead Entry, No. 022518, for
M.) for Lots, 1, 2, 3, Section 19, T. 21
Lots 1. 2, 3, NE'4 NW'4, Section 31,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Township 19 N., Range 27 E., N. M. P.
N. Range 25 E., and NE'A NE'A,
NE'A,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Sec. 25, E'A SE',4, and E',
to make Three Year, Final, Proof, to Department of the Interior, V. S. Land Section 24, Township 21 N., Range
24 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
establish claim to the land above deOfiice at Cluytoii, New Mexico.
scribed, before F. II. Foster, U. S.
notice of intention to make Three
6, 1919
Aug
Roy,
office
at
Commissioner,, at his
Year, Proof, to establish claim to the
Notice
hereby
Octois
given
of
day
that
New Mexico, on the 20th
land above described, before F. H.
ber, 1919.
William F. McAfee,
of Mills, N. M. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
Claimant names as witnesses:
who, Sept. 14th, 1916,mado Homestead office at Roy, New Mexico, on the 20th
Loe Allen, O. A. Million, W. L.
day of October, 1919.
entry.
J
no.02309, for
Sec. 2"
Kelley, H. T. Porter, all of Solano,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Twp. 22N. Rng. 25E.
:Ne.w Mexico.
J. B. Lusk, of Roy, New Mexico,
PAZ VALVERDE,
N. M. P. Merid- G. C. Till, of Mills. New Mexico,
Register. ian, has
filed notice of Intention to Charley Cheney, of Mills. New MexiJ. D. Medina, of Mills, New Meximake
year proof, to establish co,
three
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
co.
,
FRANCISCO DELGADO
Department of the Interior, U. S. claim to the land above described, before F. II. Foster, II. S. Commissioner,
Register.
Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, August 20, 1919
at Roy, X. M., on the "th day of Oct.
Notice is hereby given that William torn.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
H. Reed, of Roy, Mora Co., New MexNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
names ns witnesses':
Claimant
1916,
made
24,
ico, who, on January,
Department of the Interior, U. S.
' W E Carter
Charles
Weatherill
021489,
for
No.
Entry,
Homestead
Land Office at, Clayton, New
NW',4 NE',4, Sec. 33, and NE',4 SEVi',
J P Martin
Mexico. August 26, 1919.
J E Larue '
N.,
Township
20
SE'4, Section 28,
Notice is hereby given that Harry
all of Mills, N. M.
Range 28 E., N. M. P. meridian, has
A. Nebhut, of David, Union Co., New
PAZ VALVERDE,
filed notice of intention to make Final
Mexico, who, on January 28, 1916,
Register. made Homestead Entry, No. 021548,
Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office at Roy, New Mexico, on the
10th day of October, 1919.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. T. Coldiron, B. P. Gamble. F.
William Beueggaman, C. W. Daniels,
Roy,
Otto Lohstroh, E. D. Bartmass, all N. Coldiron, R. G. Gamble, all of

of Mills, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO
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Ice Cream Parlor

New Assortment Just In
Our Fall and Winter Ready to
Wear and Hats are now ready
foryouf selection. Mens and
Youths suits will arrive shortly
-- Values will be right.

Soda Fountain,
All Popular Drinks and Ices
KODAKS

AND

EASTMAN

FILMS

AND

SUPPLIES

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

News Stand,

DAILY PAPERS

Men-t- ry

on a "Lion Hat"-

MAGAZINES

Register.

From the Beginning.
Men who expect women to be punctual lu keeping their appointments full
to remember that Eve did not arrive
V.ntll Adam had been In the garden
quite a while- - Boston Transcript.

a complete

uNEioF,

Toilet Articles.

Cigars and Tobacco

1

Roy Trading Company
"A pleasant place to trade"
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FAKTGY

George Bkrr

POWERFUL SENTIMENT DEVELOPING FOR
EARLY ERADICATION OF TUBERCULOSIS

McCUTCHEON

,Z''
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Author of "GRAUSTARK," "THE
--

HOLLOW
OF HER. HAND," THE PRINCE OF GRAU-STAR"FROM THE HOUSETOPS." ETC

K.-
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CoprlgM bj Dodd, Mea,d mni Company, Inc.
"I mean Just what I said. What do ticulating, and taking turn about with rest or even detention, you would have
you know about this business?"
the glasses."
a nasty time defending yourself In a
Tragedy and Mystery.
"How should I know anything about
"About six o'clock, you say?" said civil suit for damages. I shall remain
It?"
Barnes, greatly Interested.
here, as you suggest, but only for the
Synopsis. Thomas K. Barnes,
"Well, we don't know who you are,
"It was a quarter after six when I purpose of aiding you in getting to
a wealthy young New Yorker,
nor what you're doing up here, nor got back to the house. I spoke to Mr. the bottom of this affair."
on a walking trip in New Engyour real profession is. That's Bacon about what I'd seen and he said
what
Standing on Jim Conley'g front
land near the Canadian border,
why I ask the question."
ho believed they were German spies, porch a little after sunrise, Barnes
U given a lift In an automobile
"I see," said Barnes, after a mo- up to some kind of mischief along the made the following declaration:
by a mysterious and attractive
ment. He grasped the situation and Canadian border. Then about half an
"Everything goes to show that these
girl bound for a bouse called
he admitted to himself that Jones had hour later you came to the tavern. I men were up here for one of two reaGreen Fancy. At Hart's tavern
cause for his suspicions. "It has oc- saw Roon sneak out to the head of the sons. They were either trying to preBarnes finds a stranded troupe
curred to you that I may be a detec- stairs and listen to your conversation vent or to enact a crime. The latter is
"
of
actors, of
tive or a secret service man, isn't that with Jones when you registered. That my belief. They were afraid of me.
which Lyndon Rushcroft Is the
the case? Well, I am neither. Did gave me an idea. It was you they Why? Because they believed I. was
star and "Miss Thackeray" the
yon
know any more about these two were watching the road for."
trailing them and likely to spoil their
leading lady. They are doing
Barnes held np his hand for silence. game. Gentlemen, those fellows were
men, Mr. Jones, than you know' about
hotel work for their board.- - He
"Listen," he said in a low voice.
me?"
here for the purpose of robbing the
learns Green Fancy Is a house
"I don't know anything about "em." will tell you who they were looking place you call Green Fancy."
of mystery. That night two
As briefly as possible he refor."
"What's that?" came a rich, mellow
.mounted men leave the tavern
"What was their business?"
counted
his experience with the voice from the outskirts of the crowd.
under odd circumstances. A lit"Mr. Roon was lookln' for a place
strange young woman at the cross- A man pushed his way through and
tle later one of the two riders la
to bring his daughter who has con"From the beginning I have confronted Barnes.
He was a tall,
brought back dying, the other
sumption. He didn't want to take her roads.
connected this tragedy with the place
fellow of thirty-five- ,
and
having been killed. Both have
to a reg'iar consumptive community,
called Green Fancy. I'll stake my last it was apparent that he bad dressed In
been shot The whole affair la
he said, an' so he was lookln' for a penny
that they have been hanging haste. "My name Is O'Dowd, and I am
most mysterious.
quiet place where she wouldn't be as- around here waiting for the arrival of a guest of Mr. Curtis at Green Fancy.
that young woman. They knew she Why do you think they meant to rob
was coming and they doubtless knew his place?"
CHAPTER IV Continued.
what she was bringing with her. What
"Well," began Barnes flryly, "It
do you know about Green Fancy?"
would seem that his place Is the only
"They was hitched Jest about a hunHe was vastly excited. His active one in the neighborhood that would
dred yards below Mr. Curtis' proplty.
Imagination was creating ail sorts of bear robbing. My name is Barnes. Of
on the off side o' the road. I hadn't
possibilities and complications, depre course, Mr. O'Dowd, it Is mere specuany more'n got to our front gate when
dations and intrigues.
lation on my part."
I beard some one running In the road
Bacon was the one who answered,
up there behind me. 'Fore I knowed
"But who shot the man?" demanded
"People live up there and since we've the Irishman. "He certainly wasn't
what was happenln', bang went a gun.
been here two or three men visitors winged by anyone from our place.
I almost jumped out'n my boots. The
have come down from the place to Why, Lord love you, sir, there isn't a
rnnnln' had stopped. The horses was
sample our stock of wet goods. I talked soul at Green Fancy who could shoot
rarln' an' tearing' so I thought
with a couple of 'em day before yester- a thief if he saw one. This Is Mr. De
"Where'd the shot come from?" de
day. They were out for a horseback Soto, also a guest at Green Fancy. He
manded Jones.
ride and stopped here for a mug of will, I think, bear me out In upsetting
"Up the road some'eres, I couldn't
ale."
your theory."
swear Just where. Must'a' been up by
"Were they foreigners?" Inquired
A second man approached, shaking
the road that cuts In to Green Fancy.
Barnes.
his head vigorously. Fie was a thin,
So I thought I'd hustle In an' see If
"If you want to call an Irishman a pale man with a singularly scholastic
pa was awake, an' git my gun. Jest
foreigner,
I'll have to say one of them face. Quite en unprepossessing,
pa
then
stuck his head out'n the win
..
person, thought Barnes.
was. He had a beautiful brogue. The
der an' yelled what the hell's the mat"Mr. Curtis' chauffeur, I think It
other was an American, I'm sure. Yes
ter. You betcher life I sung out who
terday they rode past here with a cou- was, said the killing occurred Just
I was mighty quick, 'cause pa'a purty
pie of
women.
I saw above this house," said he, visibly exspry with a gun an' I didn't want him
them turn up the road to Green cited. "Green Fancy is at least a mile
takln' me fer burglars sneaking around
Fancy."
the house. While we wuz talkln' there
The arrival of four or five men, who
one of the hosses started our way
stamped into the already crowded hall
Ilckety-spllan' in about two seconds
way from the porch outside, claimed
It went by us. It was purty dark, but
the attention of the quartette. Among
we see plain as day that there was a
them was the doctor who, they were
man in the saddle, bendln' low over
soon to discover, was also the coroner
the hoss' neck and shoutin' to It We
of the county. A very officious deputy
waited a couple o' minutes, wonderln'
sheriff was also in the group.
what to do, an' Ustenin' to the hoss "I
Think He's Going Now," She Whis
Mr. Jones called out from the doorgittln' furder and furder away In the
pered.
way: "Mr. Barnes, you're wanted in
direction of the cross-roadThen
there."
way down there by the pike we heerd
"All right," he responded.
another shot Bight there an' then pa soclatln' with lungers all the time,
The doctor had been working over
said he'd put on his clothes an' we'd That was his business, Mr. Barnes, an'
I guess you'd ctll it respectable, the prostrate form on the tables. As
set out to see what It was all about
you?"
wouldn't
Barnes entered the room, he looked up
"Well, pa come out with my gun an'
"Perfectly. But why should he be and declared that the man was dead.
hls'n an' we walks up to where I seen
my presence here If "
"This is Mr. Barnes," said Putnam
the hosses. Shore 'nough, one of 'em troubled by
Miss
Thackeray
put an end to the Jones, indicating the tall traveler with
was still hitched to the fence, an'
In a most effectual manner. a short Jerk of his thumb.
t'other was gone. We stood around a discussion
"Oh,
"I am from the sheriffs office," said
for
the Lord's sake, cut It out I
two
minute or
examlnln' the hoss an'
then pa says let's go up the road a ways Wait till he's dead, can't you?" she the man who stood beside the doctor.
an' see If we c'n see anything. An' whispered fiercely. "You've got all the The rest of the crowd evidently had
by gosh, we hadn't gone moren' fifty time In the world to talk, and he been ordered to stand back from the
feet afore we come plumb on a man hasn't more than ten minutes left to tables. "Did you ever see this man be
layln' In the middle of the road. Pa breathe unless ttat rube doctor gets fore?"
"Not until he was carried In here
shook him an' he didn't let out a here pretty soon. I think he's going
sound. He was warm, but dender'n a now. Keep still, all of you. Is he an hour ago."
That awful
"What's your business up here, Mr.
tombstone. I wuz fer leavln' him there breathing, Mr. Barnes?
till we c'd git the coroner, but pa says cough Just now Beemed to " Her Barnes?"
"I have no business up here. I just
no. We'd carry him down to our porch eyes were fixed on the still face.
an' lay him there, so's he'd be out o' "Why why, how tightly he holds my happened to stroll in this evening."
"Well," said the sheriff darkly, "I
danger. I Jumps on Polly an' lights hand! I can't get it away he must
out fer here, Mr. Jones, to telephone be alive, Mr. Barnes. Where is that guess I'll have to ask you to stick "Bedad," Said O'Dowd, "It Beats
the
around here till we clear this business
up to Saint Liz fer the sheriff an' the Billy doctor?"
Devil."
unclasped
fingers
up.
rigid
Barnes
you
the
We
Well,
know
an
don't
coroner, not glvln' a dang what I run
Into on the way. Polly shied some-thi- of the man called Andrew Paul, and, we can't take any chances. You un from here, isn't It? You don't shoot
burglars a mile from the place they
terrible jest afore we got to the shaking his head sadly, drew her derstand, I reckon."
He
pike an' I come derned near bein' away from the improvised bier.
"I certainly fall to understand, Mr. are planning to rob, do you?"
"I'll admit It's a bit out of reason,"
throwed. An' right there 'side the road and the shivering Mr. Dilllngford con- Sheriff. I know nothing whatever of
was this feller, all In a heap. Thinks ducted her to the dining room, where this affair and I Intend to continue said Barnes. "The second man could
only have been shot by some one who
I, you poor cuss, you must 'a' tried to a single kerosene lamp gave out a on my way tomorrow morning."
"Well, I guess not You got to stay was lying in wait for him."
stop that feller on hossback an' he feeble, rather ghastly light
"Bedad," said O'Dowd, "it beats the
"Would you Jlke a little brandy?" here till we are satisfied that you
plunked you. That accounted fer the
second shot The thing that worries all inquired Barnes, as she sat down limp- don't know anything about this busi devil. There's something big la this
thing, Mr. Barnes something a long
of us Is did the same man do the ly in the chnlr he pulled out for her. ness. That's all."
ahoot'n', or was there two of 'em, one "I have a flask upstairs In my "
"Ara I to consider myself under ar shot bigger than any of us suspects."
"You'll find that It resolves itself
"
weltin' down the
"I never touch It," she said. "I'm all rest, sir?"
Into
a problem for Washington to
'Must have been two," said Jones, right My legs wabble a little but
go
so
"I wouldn't
far as to say that
thoughtfully. "The same man couldn't Sit down Mr. Barnes. I've got some- You just stick around here, that's all solve," said De Soto darkly. "Nothing
have got down there ahead of him, thing to say to you and I'd better say I got to say. If you're all right we'll local about It take my word for it
that's sure. Did anybody go np to It now, because It may come In pretty soon find it out. What's more, if you These men were up to some Interna
handy for you later on.
Green Fancy to make inquiries?"
Don't let are all right you'll be wlllln' to stay. tional devilment There'll be a stir In
Washington over this, sure as any
Do you get me?"
"Twasn't necessary. Mr. Curtis those women come In here, Dilly.
heard the shoot In' an' Jest before we
up
In the
"I certainly do. And I can now as thing."
'This afternoon I walked
"What time was It that you heard
left be sent a man out to see what It woods back of the tavern to go over sure you, Mr. Sheriff, that I'd like
was all about. The old skeezlcks that's some Unes In a new piece we are to do nothing better than to stick around the shots up at Green Fancy?" ven
been drlvln' his car lately come down later on God knows when I I could here, as you put It I'd like to help tured Barnes.
"Lord love you," cried O'Dowd, "we
He said nothln' ont of see the house from where I was sit clear this matter up. In the meanthe way bad happened up at Green ting.
Boon's windows were plainly time, you may readily find out who I didn't hear a sound. Mr. Curtis, who
Fancy."
visible.
I saw Roon standing at a am and why I am here by telegraph- has Insomnia the worst way, poor
ing to the mayor of New York city. devil, heard them and sent some one
"It's most mysterious," said Barnes, window looking toward the cross-road- s
glancing round the circle of awed with a pair of
Every This document which experience has out to see what all the racket was
faces. "There must have been some once in awhile he would turn to Paul, taught me to carry for Just such an about. The man, It seems, made such
one lying in wait for these men, and who stood beside him with a notebook, emergency as this, mny have some a devil of a racket when he came
with a very definite purpose In mind." ond say something to him. Paul wrote weight with you." He opened his bill home with the news that the whole
"Strikes me," said Jones, "that these it down. Then he would look again, folder and drew forth a neatly creased house was up in pajamas and peig
two men were up to some kind of dirty turning the glasses this way and that sheet of paper. "Read it, please, and noirs."
"I think I have a slight acquaintance
work themselves, else why did they Suddenly my eyes almost popped out note the date, the signature, the offaay they were goln' to Spanish Falls? of my head.
Paul had gone away icial seal of the New York police de- with the chauffeur," said Barnes. "He
They were queer actln' men, I'll have from the window. He came back and partment, and also the rather interest- gave me the most thrilling motor ride
to say that"
he had a couple of revolvers in his ing silver print pasted in the lower I've ever experienced. Gad, I'll never
His eyes met Barnes' and there was hands. They stood there for a few left hand corner. I think you will forget It"
a queer light In them.
minutes carefully examining the agree that It Is a good likeness of, me.
"You don't happen to know anything weapons and reloading them with Each year I take the precaution of
about this, do you, Mr. Barnos?" he de- fresh cartridges. Just as I was about having myself certified by the police
been
having
Barnes,
manded, suddenly.
to start down to the house it was a department at home before venturing
unsolvable
forced
into
this
little after six o'clock, and getting Into unknown and perhaps unfriendly
combination of mystery and
CHAPTER V.
awfully dark and overcast Roon took communities."
"Yes," said the sheriff dubiously;
np the glasses again. He seemed to
violence, finds himself getTells a Gluttfy fctory be excited and called his companion. "but how do I know It am'r a forgery?"
the Farm-Boting in deeper and deepen.
"You don't know, of course. But in
and an Irishman Entera,
Panl grabbed the glasses and looked
Barnej
They both became ase It shouldn't be a forgery and I
stared
"What do jou down the road.
he li'uuoded aharply.
very much excited, pointing and ges am subjected to the tadlgnltj of ar
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Cattle at National Soldiers' Home, Wa (hlngton, D. C, Were First Herds to Be
Officially Accredited as Free From Tuberculosis.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
That a powerful sentiment Is developing among farmers, dairymen and
cattle breeders in every section of the
country for the early and complete
eradication of animal tuberculosis Is
shown by hundreds of letters received
by the United States department of

agriculture.

a

W. Files,
Just as much needed."
Maplecroft Farm, Portland, Me.
"The work of the department In
eradicating the disease of tuberculosis is being met with great 'approval
by the stockmen in this district The
percentage of cattle affected with the
disease Is gradually getting smaller
year by year." W. L. Burdlck, Willis-to-

n,

These letters, with few
N. D.
exceptions, give unreserved IndorseBenefits of Eradication.
k
ment of
owners to the plan
"The benefits from being able to
of fighting tuberculosis In which the
ship Interstate, the advertisement rebureau of animal Industry is
ceived from being listed in the governwith state live stock authori- ment bulletin,
these and many other
ties.
advantages make me think this Is the
InThe department of agriculture
greatest boom to the pure-brecattle
tends to publish a number of these let- business ever
started." T. S. Humphters with the names of the writers, be- ries,
Humphries Stock Farm, Durant,
cause It believes the experiences they Miss.
tell and the views they express should
"In May, 1918, we signed up with
be convincing to live stock owners who
the federal authorities to get on the
have not Joined actively In the fight
accredited herd list. Our first test
against this disease.
was made the 27th and 28th of the
Many of the writers already are list- same month
and found our herd someed In the department of agriculture's what infected with
tuberculosis. But
directory of herds officially accredited the federal authorities have kept testas free from tuberculosis.
ing our herd from time to time until
today we have 80 head of Red PoIJpd
Tuberculin Test Most Effective.
The following letter to the depart- cattle which we believe to be entirely
ment is from Bryant Smith, manager clean. We are positive that if we had
of the Iowana farms, Davenport, la.:- not gone into this plan, by this time
"Iowana farms desires to commend our herd would, have been badly Inand express their satisfaction with the fected, causing us the loss of a great
work of the federal
with many dollars. We would fully recomplan to all
state
the
authorities in the eradication mend the accredited-herbreeders of pure-bre- d
cattle." J. W.
of tuberculosis. The very extended
of the federal inspectors en- Larabee, Earlevllle, 111.
Tuberculosis Soon a Memory,
ables them to detect and ellmlnnte the
"We, the undersigned breeders of
doubtful and suspicious cases, the aniwith
mals which become sources of infec- Guernsey cattle, have
the state and federal government for
tion when left In the herd.
"We urge every owner of cattle, of a number of years for the eradication
dairy or beef breeds, to have his cat- of tuberculosis in our herds. We do
tle tested for tuberculosis under the heartily agree it has been of freat
supervision of the federal inspectors value in cleaning and keeping o'eau
our herds of tuberculosis. We believe
working with the state authorities.
cattle
"We urge all owners of cattle to use every breeder of pure-bre- d
with their state and
their influence to secure, through should
proper legislation, reasonable compen- federal authorities in trying to stamp
sation by the state of losses sustained out this disease. If they will do this
tuberculosis will soon be a thing of
In the eradication of tuberculosis.
the past." Charles E. Wirt, William
"We urge every reader to
with the federal and state authorities Nettleon, J. H. Nahrgang, Lewlston,
In their campaign to eradicate tuber- Minn.
"To the breeder of pedigreed cattle
culosis, and we believe the most effective and surest method is the use the inspection by governmental auof the tuberculin test, as advocated thority of his herd is of untold value.
and practiced by the federal and state Not only In dollars, enabling him to remain free of tuberculosis, or If his catbureaus."
tle are found infected to dispose of
Has Heard No Criticism.
those reacting to tuberculin, and thereHere Is another letter of the same by saving
the lives and conserving the
character from F. Darcey, secretary value of those not affected. The satisof the
Holsteln Breeders' faction of asserting that one's herd Is
association, Watertown, Wis.:
becomes a moral
on the accredited
"It gives me great pleasure to be as well as financiallistasset."--Benjaable to indorse a movement which I W.
Hunt Eatonton, Ga.
believe is going to be a life saver for
"There are undoubtedly some unthe breeder who is playing the game scrupulous men in the business who
on top of the table. The accredited
will take every advantage they can,
game a
herd plan makes the pure-breand If the states and government will
safer, better and more encouraging
in this work and only pass
proposition.
have been tested by author
cattle
that
"I have my herd on the list. This lzed men, the disease will soon be
fact relieves me of that constant dread stamped out." C. B. Gager, Paris, Ky.
of infection which haunts a inan who
Of Incalculable Value.
does not know where he is with ref"The value to the state in the proerence to tuberculosis. I know that If tection of the whole cattle Industry
I should be unlucky enough to pick up
and the advantage to the Individual
a germ, It will be detected in its In- breeder is of incalculable value. In a
cubating stage and in consequence short time the benefits to be derived
forestall heavy losses which many un- from the accredited herd plan will be
fortunate breeders have experienced. so plain that all breeders of pure-bre- d
"A true test of Its merit may be cattle especially
will be forced, in orrealized when I tell you that I have der to sell their cattle to advantage,
yet to hear a word of destructive criti- to become members of the accredited
cism. I have talked to many breeders herd system." R. J. Goode, Jr., Alaon the subject The test to become bama Hereford Farm, Gastonburg,
general among cattle men has only to Ala.
be explained to them. Ail our boys In
"Confidence Is the chief value of
this vicinity want to get on the list.
tuberculin testing. First,
"I am certain the fact that my herd
that comes from knowing your
Is on the list enhances its value. The
herd is free from tuberculosis and the
inspectors with whom I have come In satisfaction that comes from this concontact are gentlemen well versed in dition ; second, the confidence the buytheir work and attentive to duty."
ing public puts in your herd. The pub"Only Way to Eradicate Tuberculosis." lic is willing to pay for this confidence.
Extracts from other letters follow: This makes my breeding work a pleas"I cannot speak too highly of this ure and also profitable." W. H. Sen-ou-r,
Brookvllle, Ind., President of the
work. My entire herd of 80 head has
been tested the second time, and I find Indiana Dairy Association.
"We have been much Interested In
everything all right. I have had considerable trouble during the past five getting our neighboring breeders to
or six years, but now begin to feel that have their herds tested, so that we
I have entire control of the situation. might have a clean bill of health In
I am doing all I can to encourage other this community. So far we have been
breeders to put their herds under the instrumental in securing over fifty apgovernment's supervision as I think It plications for the tuberculin test and
Is the only way to eradicate tubercu- to the best of our knowledge every one
lar trouble." H. A. Moses, President is satisfied with the results and has
full faith in its application. The only
Strathmore Paper Company,
regret that I have Is that there Is not
Mass.
"Government testing for tuberculosis a compulsory law so that we might rid
. . . is one of the best helps that the entire United States of this Insidicould possibly be offered to dairymen. ous disease." Willis Whlnuery, Sa"
'
It Is Just as good as fire Insurance and lem, O.
live-stoc-
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Can You Afford That Bad Back ?
Nowadays, to be half crippled with
a lame, aching back ii mighty expensive. If you auffer with constant backache, feel lame, weak and
out: have dizzy, nervous apelis and fits
of "blues" look to your kidneys.' You
can't do a full day's work without well
kidneys and a. sound, strong, back. Use
Doan't Kidney Pill$, Doan'i have
helped thousands of workers. Atk

your neighbor!

A Colorado Cato
Andrew E. John-to- n,
cabinet maker
Ensign tL, Fori
Morgan, Colo.,
says: "My kidneys
were Inflamed and
sore. Sharp palna
went through the
small of my back
when I tried to lift
anything. My kidneys acted irregularly and annoyed
me until I used
Doan'a Kidney
Pilla. I had lined
Doan'a but a short time when mr
back waa free from palp and my kidneys In good order. I credit Doan'a
Kidney pilla with curing ma permanently."
Cat Deaa't at Aay Stare, Me a Bas

DOAN'SffiLV

VRN CO, BUFFALO, N. Y.

FOSTER-MIL-

IHDIGEGTIOn
Caused by
Acid-Stoma- ch
Millions of people in (act about
out ot
auffer more or loas (rom Indigestion,
acute or chronic.
Nearly every ease is
caused by
There are other stomach disorders which
alio are sure signs ot
belching, heartburn, bloat after eating, (ood repeating, sour, sassy stomach.
There are
many ailments which, while they do not
cause much distress in the stomach ItaeK,
are, nevertheless,
traceable to an
Among these are nervouanesa,
biliousness, cirrhosis ot the liver, rheumatism, Impeverlahed blood, weakness, Insomnia, melancholia and a long train o( physical and mental miseries that keep the
victims in miserable health year after year,
Tbe right thing to do Is to attack these
ailments at their source get rid ot the
A wonderful modern remedy called
EATONIC now makes It easy to do this.
One of hundreds of thousands of grateful
users of EATONIC writes: "I have been
troubled with Intestinal indigestion (or about
nine years and have spent quite a sum (or
medicine, but without relief. After using
EATONIC for a few days the gas and pains
In my bowels disappeared.
EATONIC Is Jul
"" 1 . .
: the remedy
Yt have thousands of letters telling of
these marvelous benefits. Try EATONIC and
you, too, will be just as snthuaiastlo In Its
praise.
tour, druggist has EATONIC. Get a big
10$ box (rom him today.
He will refund
your money If you are not satisfied.
10

IfATONIC,
""3 ( FOR

YODR

Tsr
One Treatment

with Cuticura
Dandruff
Clears
t

j i
tUmnl

Soap 28, Ointment 2 ft 80. Talcum 9,
h iff of "Ovtlcara, Dp. I, Kwtoi."
!

jv

i--

In the Colorado state museum hangs the tattered little cont of a
boy, with Its coarse, brown, homespun weave. Its frayed
plaid
bands of black velvet about tbe collar and sleeves. Its
lining, its brass buttons, the rents at
the shoulders and the legend upon the
description card pinned to It, which
reads: ;
. . "This boy's coat with other clothes
was found after the battte of Tupelo,
Mississippi, July 14, 1804, by J. B.

DENVER.

Wylle, Company D,
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CHEAPEST

and DEST TRUCKS
Made out of old cars with IOWA truck
attachments. All aizes for all cars in
stock. State make of your car. Write
for prices; catalog--. Special attachments
for lodges.
The Arms Track Co.,
DnTer, Colo.

Winter Garments
Dyed Now

Forty-fourt-

h

Iowa

volunteers. Present address 175 South
Franklin street, Denver."
An old man, gray haired and
ieeme, was among a crowa oi visitors
the other dnv. He was accomnanled
a firmer step. Suddenly the old man

by his wife, hardly less gray, but with"
gripped the arm of his wife and exclaimed :
"That's my coat! That's the coat my mother made for me when I was a
boy. And I'm going to take it back home with me."
To Superintendent James Merrick and Curator J. C. Smiley he told the
story of the battle and of how, a child then of only ten years, he had fled with
his mother from the neighborhood while the battle was on, returning later to
find the house ransacked,
To get his request before the board of capítol managers the old man

wrote out this:
"I find in the capítol basement, In case No. 3070, a coat of mine. This
coat was made by my mother during the Civil war, she having spun all the
cotton and wool, then weaving the same Into cloth and made the coat from
homemade cloth. Part of the battle of Tupelo, Miss, was fought on my
mother's place. This coat and many other articles were missing after the battle. I would very much appreciate your returning this the first coat of my
babyhood days back to me. I was raised in Tupelo, Miss. My present home
Is In Elgin, Tex. Respectfully yours,
J. W. THOMAS."

Confederate Veteran Gets New Pair of Trousers
Ezra L. Bliss, seventy-fiv- e
years old, who was a sergeant
LOS the Fourth Missouri cavalry during the Civil war
and was once a
neighbor of Gen. "Stonewall" Jackaon, the Confederate leader, declured In the
Juvenile court that he had been as
saulted. The weapon, It developed,
was a roninn candle In the hands of
Willie Brown, seventeen years old, a
colored high school boy.
Willie Brown went to court accom
panied by his parents. "The extremes
met at either end of a long table presided over by Ju.dge Reeve. Sergeant
RIlss In full rptrlmentnls. looked every
.
a strik- - i"r
Ineh the old soldier. He bears
.V'l, " w
f ft,
In? lllipnpHs rn the nlctnres of Gen.
Robert E. Lee, with whom he said he
fought. When the court asked Sergeant Bliss what the trouDie was, no
ANGELES.

--

'7 rr st

All droati--

Old Lían Finds Relic of His Boyhood in Museum

replied:

Bandit Elucidates the Why and Wherefore

the new Sixteenth Street State bank at St. Louis avenue.
CHICAGO.
the cashier's cage were Jacob A. Kails, cashier, and pretty nlne,..
pnilectlon teller. On a bench. . Mrs. Rose Rowen,
T.nniiniipr.
miuio
ticcii-j- r cai'uiu
.
Mian.
m tjenirat rars avenue, whu usu
Just made a deposit, and Mrs. Mary
(-Rudnick. of the same address, who
MONTHS
i 6
had
Uback
Just paid a note, were discussing
from
Much Cheaper
II. C. L. In front of the cashier's
KAttCE Ahí
cage stood Nathan Maltz, father of
NO 008- Samuel W. Maltz, president of the
Dyers
and
Model
Cleaners
The
bank, discussing with David Flyer,
COLO.
DENVER,
1317 BROADWAY,
3911 West Sixteenth street, the social
unrest and economic turmoil
PARKER'S
In the cage Jacob and Elsie were
IIAIR BALSAM
worrvlne neither of the high cost of
A tolle preparation of aiertft,
Heipa to eratlsoate dandruff.
llvlnir nor of the social unrest. Jake
Few Rsasrtnsrinev CaL and
chiurfna1 a new ravMvü anfl roiiintr whnt he'd do to bank robbers. Elsie
jutytouraf am r4a naw
vat
Oo. and $1.00 at drurrWa.
:ts. I
irn exnlalnlnir hnw she'd felenhone the DOllCe.
H I rJDERCORNS Remore. Ooru.Cl.
Then five young men entered with drawn revolvers. "Hands up!" said
loam, t., ftopa all pftia, ensaraa comfort to the
(mt, wake walklnr eanr. lfvo. br mal or at Drug
rho lenHor. TTn went the hands. A bandit confiscated Jake's revolver and
Uiaoox Caeaktal Works fatchocua, N. I.
collected about $5,000. They were so polite that as they left Mr. Maltz said
.Coleman, tn tlipm ;
Patent Lawrer. Washlnsioo.
PATEflTS 'Watson
"Why? Why? You're all young men fine, healthy young men. Why do
D. G. ACt Ice and books free.
Kates reasonable. Highest references. Uestserrloes.
you risk your lives this way? For this you will be hounded all your lives,
IIUIU U7I1.T. HI V vniT AV 1WTHRRAT IN Why do you do lt?"
a new Nevada Oil Field. Bend (or geologist
"I'll tell you why," said the leader. "I was in the army overseas.
repon ana an particulars, diu uiu
Write KOMBR POWER. Fallon, Nev.
I flour! If I came hack alive thines back home would be wonderful.
"My girl was waiting for me when I came back. There were all kinds of
ago. Then I
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
aWs purl nnrnrles. We were married. That was six months
started looking for a Job. I couldn't get a Job. None of us here could get a
French Farmer Had 36 Children.
Job. My wife is going to be a mother pretty soon. And no work."
A French farmer had 36 children
Then he wheeled and the five walked out to a waiting autpmobile.
22 sons and 14 daughters all of whom
were living when the war broke out.
Who Has Never. Quarreled
The father and one daughter were shot Missouri Centenarian
by Germans because they went to Lille
to attend a party In honor of a relaMO
ve Tn Tírdpkíwlílírp
c is n mnn who has made It a life
birthday ; a sec- BlViüV.aVlJi' AtxsjUM,never to quarrel or argue and never to speak 111 of any
tive's
.
T
J
IT.
ond daughter was killed by a German person. And that man is one nunarea anu one years oiu.
oCt
uv. jufi
ne is
shell at Dunkirk ; three sons were
Clay's
Halstead, who was Henry
from the army with grave In physician nmny years.
f no ONE II
acIn
killed
were
TE J THERélrm,
juries and thirteen
Is no man equal to Clay in
T0 HENRY CIAT j
"There
not
tion. The size of the family does
public life today," he said.
American
mnke its terrible sacrifice any less
"Yes there is; President Wilson
tragic Youth's Companion.
Is," interrupted Mrs. Halstead. But
the doctor merely shook his head and
For your daughter's sake, use Red waived further answer.
Cross Bagr Blue in the laundry. She
They never have quarreled, these
will then have that dainty,
two aged people, who have spent 67
ed abearance that girls admire. 5c years as man and wife. The usual
family "spat" has been entirely un- Their Choice of Pleasure.
...
SUUtTU l l"""'
"U
Some women would rather tell
bit, but we never permit it to go to the extent of an argument or
gree
a
doctor of their aches and pains than quarrel," Mrs. Halstead said. "That is one reason our love for each other is
gossip with their neighbors.
as great ns it was when we were marnea.
88
Dr. and Mrs. Halstead are the parents of eight children. They have
Audiences in Chinese "movie" thea
'
descendants.
rers do not Day for admission until
Doctor Halstead is an advocate of simpler foods, especially cornbread and
they have seen the start of the film. mush, and thinks thera beneficial to the human system.
was
Doctor Halstead has smoked tobacco and chewed tobacco since he
pipe.
ynm
enjoys
his
Bests. Refreshes, Soothe
He
still
old.
years
twenty
I si
M..I. W.n .i EN...
The doctor was uot a strong youth ; not a few predicted la his boyhood
Healthy.- If
Strom?
and
"
.
1 .i
he would not Uve long.
t
O
rsK ...
i ire, ouion, situ, ur that Moreover, during his days of practice as a physician he underwent all
l iney
bore,
Burn,
irntatea,
it
rC
that are a part of a country doctor's Ufe.
I II U Lt EJ Inflamed or Granulated. the strain and hardships
and became a farmer that he might be able to
practicing
quit
finally
or
Infant
Adult
Safe
for
Murine
often.
He
tiu
Book.
Eye
for
Free
hours.
regular
Write
DrupRista.
more
all
At
lead, a life of
Harlot Eve Ecmrdy Ctnfiay. Chicago, U. S. L
I
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?c a package
fore the war

Cuticura Soap for the Complexion.
Nothing better than Cuticura Soap
dally and Ointment now and then as
needed to make-thcomplexion clear,
scalp clean and hands soft and white.
Add to this tbe fascinating, fragrant
Cuticura Talcum and you have the
Cuticura Toilet Trio. Adr.

c a package
during the war

e

r?c a package

Will Preserve Historic Spots.
The western front is to retain some
of Its battlefields, at least, as war
memorials. The decision of the French
government to preserve In their present com'ltlon selected sites, and to prohibit any alteration will be welcomed
by many who feared that the disfiguring and mercenary hands of the cafe
proprietors, the souvenir sellers, the
restaurants and the hotel keepers
would obliterate historic spots In their
efforts to provide attractions for the
coming throngs of tourists. Among the
places already decided upon are the
forts at Verdun, the trenches of
the underground mazes of Mou- quet farm, the ruins of Bapatime, and
the mangled Yemains of Pozleres. -

THE FLAVOR LASTS
SO DOES THE PRICE!

Sols-son-

Lift

oKorns!

Doesn't hurt a bit and Freezone
costs only a few cents.

,
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npn-r?wr-

y
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was assaulted.
"What was the weapon?"
"A roman candle in Downey about ten o'clock at night This boy fired It
at me and two of the balls struck my trousers when I was only six feet away.
I have the trousers here, sir, with the holes burned in them."
The court released Willie Brown into the custody of his parents.
"A very good way to straighten up this 'bunch' is," he said, "to make a
pool among them and pay Sergeant Bliss for a new pair of trousers,
Willie a creed to do this.
Sergeant Bliss said his trousers cost from $12 to $14. His uniform la
made of fine woolen army blankets.
"Well, sir,

Bank

Birdies Prairies of the Northwest
Those of us who have lived In the
East among the feathered songsters
that make their summer homes among
the leafy bowers of forest trees realize
how few and far between are the bird
notes of the West. One may travel
the prairies for days and meet with
less than half a dozen varieties. Especially In this part of the country is It
desirable that we should conserve
what we have left of the feathered
tribes and seek to Induce others to
visit' us. A blrdless country Is something difficult to picture; It Is not an
Impossibility should we fall to respect
the laws now provided for the perpet
uation of the migratory and other spe-Herald.

Concrete "Piles."
Walking for Pleasure.
The piles used for a wharf Inside
person who used
to walk mile after mile on pleasant the new pier at Burnle, Tasmania, are
the coun- concrete tubes or pipes 10 feet long
Sunday afternoons-througtryside, has practically disappeared. and 4 feet In diameter, the wall beconclusion ing one foot thick. The pipes are
This is the Inevitable
drawn by anyone who still pursues produced in a steel cylinder which is
this ancient pastime and who has placed on four wheels, and rotated by
spent Sunday after Sunday drilling by an electric motor at the rate of 2.rQ
foot over macadam and dirt roads fre- to 300 revolutions per minute. As the
quented by autoinobilists and an oc- concrete mixture is thrown in, the
casional farm hand traveling to a centrifugal force throws ont the water, each length of pipe being comneighbor's.
Walking for the sake of the- walk pleted in about fifteen minutes. To
has nearly passed out, along with the get the required height, these sections
are placed oi,V upon another, with ceartifirig, the
steel
ment between, and an eight-incIn
and
the parlor
cial flowers
furniture. It had Its day before band Is placed over the Joint. Th
the bicycle and the automobile and hollow center Is filled with sand.
with the advent of these quicker, easier means of transportation It dropped
How'i This ?
from the human scheme of things with
We offer $100.00 for any case of
that cannot be cured by HALL'S
a dull thud. Omnha News.
CATARRH MEDICINE.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE is taken Internally and acts through the BlooA
High.
Mercury and Price Too
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
Sold by drugifists for over forty years.
"Buy meat," the packing men adPrice 75c. Testimonials free.
vise.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
"By-bmeat!" the consumer cries.
Chile Seeks Information.
Boston Transcript.
Chile has created a commission to
study the possibility of constructing a
As Usual.
"I'm going out after the aviation longitudinal artery for the transmission of electric power obtained from
vote."
"I see; the plane people." Louis- waterfalls through a long stretch of
territory.
ville Courier-JournaThe

With your fingers ! You can lift off
any hard corn, soft corn, or corn between the toes, and the hard skin calluses from bottom of feet
A tiny bottle of "Freezone" costs
little at any drug store; apply a few
drops upon the corn or callus. Instantly lt stops hurting, then shortly
you lift that bothersome corn or callus
right off, root and all, without one bit
of pain or soreness. Truly I No humbug

!

Adv.

Living Wage in Paria $975 a Year.
As the nbsolute minimum for maintaining a man and wife in Paris under
the present cost of living, $975 a year
'is the estimate made after a detailed
investigation by the socialist newspaper L'Oeuvre. This , allows for the
smallest quantity of food capable of
keeping thein in health and permits of
no extra expenses, such as use of
the purchase of
tubes, omnibuses,
newspapers, pleasures, or even the rehousehold arplacement of worn-ou- t
ticles. The possibility of obtaining
supplies at figures so low as thoBC
taken Is, however, disputed.
A young man seldom discovers he Is
In love until the girl in the case puts
feim next.
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Proof that Some Women
do Avoid Operations
Mrs. Etta Dorion, of Ogdcnsburg, Wi& says:

"I Buffered from female troubles which caused piercing paini
like a knife through my back and side. I finally lost all my
strength so I had to go to bed. The f.octor advised an operation
but 1 would not listen to it I though', of what I had read about
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and tried it The first
bottle brought great relief and six bottles have entirely cured me.
All women who have female trouble of any kind should try
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound."
How Mrs. Boyd Avoided- an Operation.
which
Ohio. "I suffered from a female
Canton,
. trouble
.
J
J

k4i l

-

J
1 J
I
J
ueciueu inu
causea me mucn Bunenng, ana iwo uouiurs
1
1 would11 nave to go inrouga an operauuu uciuio i uuuiu
gei weii.
"My mother, who had been helped by Lydia E.Pink.
ham's Vegetable Compound, advised me to try it be
fore submitting 10 an operation, it rene vea me irom
my
so. I can do my bouse, wort without any
,.
, . troubles
ft
1.1
V
ÜlUiCUlty. I aavise any woman wno is amiuveu wuu
female troubles to tnve .Lyaia is. tanKnam s v ege- .. trial and it will do as much
table
. . , Compound
r . at
r
jai vtu
manís 1)tuiu, 4iw
oi.(
lor me m. .f mis. irinn.
17. E., Canton, Ohio.
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Before Submitting To An Operation!
iyDlAE.FlNK.HAM

.

MEDICINE CO. LYNN. MASS.
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UNCOLLECTED FUNDS.
'
VITALLY NECESSARY.

.

Way Work Can Be Continued
Until End of Year, When Emer-genc- y
Will Be Over.

IDnly

TW York. (Special.) The National War Work Council of the Young
Men's Christian association, through
Its finance committee has made public
& detailed statement
of its receipts
fcnd expenditures for war work In this
country and abroad In the period between April 2G, 1017, and March 31,
1919. In a supplementary announce-toeti- t
the war work council explained
that this Is not a final report. Its war
Bervlce, having reached Its maximum
d
In March of this year, Is being
In the United States and for
tifrn countries.
i
The council received In the period
'covered by the report, an agrégate of
?125,2S2,859,
Of this amount $123,- -'
254,052 was contributed by the people
tot the United Stato3 In the three campaigns conducted to finance Y. M. C. A.
mar work.
'.A. statement of Y. M. C. A. expenditures for work In the home camps
knows 050 buildings constructed In the
six military departments at a cost of
$7,C9S,0S4.
In maintaining and operating these buildings the Y. M. C. A
expended ?3,0G5,730.
Concerts, vaudeville ,nnd other entertainment provided the men on this
tide cost the Y. M. C. A. $1,100,707. Motion picture shows In the homo camps
cost 52,320,271. It provided athletic
supplies and physical directors to car
ry out Its athletic program at an expense of $1,503,179. It expended $923,-C-'- 9
for writing materials and for
financing camp newspapers and pub- -

r rices:
"

Month

Jt,5llg!()us work In home camps was
done at nn expense of $2,105,S10. Educational literature, lectures, French
Instruction and library service cost
$1,192,737; sex hygiene education and
literature cost $73,704. Other Items
include $200,034 for war work in the
canal zone, Porto 11 Ico, the Philippines
nnd other territories, $192,380 for work
among the employees of munitions
plants nnd other war Industries, and
$442,001 for work with the Students'
Aimy Training corps.
The Y. M. C. A.'s work overseas

July.

.'

.

August
September. .
October
November. .
December. .

I

,

in the World
caching Children How to Ee

third.
That

I

Is

the briefest and' best rule

of

economy the world knows. And every
country in the world knows the rule
better than America does. At the outset of the world war we were the most
extravagant nation in existence. If
t'ie world war brought no other good
end, it showed America the value of
thrift. From the least thrifty to the
most thrifty should be the American
ambition, beginning right now. And
there is no better place to begin with
ihrift than with children.
Since the war furnished the realization of the need of thrift, and the

Trqasury Department, through War
Savings Stamps, furnished the method
'f combined saving and investment,
it is up to the parents and the teachers
i f this country to see that the children
take advantage of these opportunities.
Through the Savings Division of the
Truth Federal Reserve District every
hild in this district is enabled to obtain a war souvenir in the form of a
hand grenade converted into a savings
bank. In order to get the grenade he
had only to observe the above rule
earn first, save second and seend third.
It is a simple rulo and, if observed,
will revolutionize American habits. It
wi!l change us from a nation of spend-tViit- s
to one of thrifts; from
to , dime watch dogs; ' from
dollar-b.-jiv.-

vr.'.r.ii to worth.

Tke i;t.v ciegan cf the Tenth Dis-trt
Big Savers Out of 'Little riñera.'"
RECI-TE-

b

W. S. S. CERTIFICATES

r?

Lost or f.toljn Certificates Will Not
tie Replaces Unless They Are

in Denmark, $99,OS7.; in Austria-Hungar$140,S12; In Switzerland, $247,-95In Turkey, $50,200, and in other

neflistered.

0;

A War Savings
Certificate which
has been lost cr destroyed will not be
paid ncr will a duplicate thereof be issued, unless the certificate has been
registered in accordance with the regulations and instructions issued by the
Postmaster Ceneral, announces the
Treasury Department at Washington.
In the event of the loss or destruction of a registered certificate, the
registrant may apply to the postoffice
where the certificate was registered
either for a duplicate certificate ot
for the payment thereof. After the
issuance of tho duplicate certificate
the original becomes invalid. No dtt
plicate certificate will be issued alter
maturity of the original.
War Savings Certificates may be

countries $390,545.
The grand total of expenditures was
$97,817,005.
This loft, on March 31,
1019, a balance of $27,405,854, which,
with the payment of pledges to the
United War Work campaign still remaining unpaid, Is expected to be sufficient to support the work from April
1, 1919, to December 31, 1919.
In accounting for this balance the"
statement lists assets of the war work
council on March 31. 1919, of $43,333,-10These included $8,833,881 in cash
on hand, and assets overseas amounting to $18,701,070. The Y. M. C. A.
also had on that date canteen supplies
6.

transit to the value

'

.
registered without cost at any
Unless registered, the Government will not be liable if payment of
any certificate is made to a person
who is not the rightful owner.
post-office-

12

.

rH(ü

the surest and strongeat
foundation of an empire; so sure, so
strong, so necessary, that no nation
can long exist that disregards it."
bora Koseperry.
"Thrift

j

Is

ray
The same price the nation over

v

Earn first, save second and spend

$SG0,-C9-

.ii.

..

$836.00
838.00
840.00
842.00
844.00
46.00

Independent.

A.

$3,022,038.

..

tifíente

$83.60
83.80
84.00
84.20
84.40
84.C0

Createst Education

tor transport, $1,170,701.
Supplies worth $1,704,771 were distributed free to the doughboys. Y. M.
C. 'A. Christmas gifts and entertainments represented an expenditure of
$051,003. It supplied writing materials,
newspapers, etc.. to overseas men, to
In operating
the value of $2.200,808.
leave areas In France, the Y. M. C.-spent $.831.(501 ; in managing a chain
of hotels for the men on leave In the
larger cities, $477.050.
On overseas religious work the Y.
M. C. A. spent $4G7.5S4; on education
and library work, $901,932. Concerts
and entertainments were given at a
rest of $850,909, arid motion picture
Over-sen- s
nhows at a cost of $1,000,757.
athletics cost $1,957,301.
Through the international committee of the Y. M. C. A. $10,042,005 was
expended In work with the allied armies, and $1,05S,501 In work with prisoners of war. Of the sum of these
two Items the war work council contributed $14,409,175.
Expenditures with the allied armies
Included $0,738,744 for France; $497,-30- 9
for Great Britain; $3,130,051 for
4
Italy ; $4,S05,935 for Russia, and
for other allied countries.
For the prisoners of war in Germany the Y. M. C. A. spent $117,9S8;

including $2,792.964 In bills
nnd salaries due in the United States,
and $0,594,720 due overseas. There
was charged against it $1,027,285 representing remittances received from tha
men of the A. E. F. for transfer to th
United States. It owed the British,
French and United States governments, for transportation
and Bup

In this new group of models four of which are above
illustrated there's a pleasing diversity of Style. Some
of the models are handsomely embroidered, others are
Filet lace trimmed, while others depend on an attrative
arrangement of tucks, pleats and buttons for their appeal.

"

If bought and sold in the ordinary way these Blouses
Bought and sold,
would have to sell for for more.
however, in the Wirthmor way, the way that makes
for innumerable economies in both the manufacture
' and sale, this very modest price is possible. They are
not five dollar Waists, but Waists which we, and we
alone in this city because of the very fortunate arrangement with the Wirthmor manufactures can sell
at this price.

J-

'

v- HENRY FORD

er

.KlljM,

..

tificate

MAX! CIG SAVERS OUT
OF "LITTLE SHAVERS"

with the A. E. F., from Its inception
to the end of last March, also is statIn this period It Is
ed In detail.
shown $4,801,271 was spent for huts
nnd tents, $2,950,421
for furniture,
equipment and motion picture outfits,
and $1,014,337 for operation of huts
nnd field units. The Y. M. C. A. fur-thspent, for motor transport and miscellaneous equipment, $2,071,738; for
motor transport devoted exclusively
to its canteen service, $30,290, nnd for
operation and maintenance of its mo-

In

In the Blouse making world as well as with hosts of women
throughout America the word WIRTHMOR has come to have a
wholly unique, definite and distinctive meaning. It is a symbol
always of quality; an unfailing sign of merit: a certain indication
of Style attractiveness and inbuilt goodness; a positive assurance
To that great Wirthmor
of complete and lasting satisfaction
following, as well as to the women everywhere who spend judiciously, who insist on the greatest return for the expenditure, the
fact that Wirthmor Blouses are hereafter tol)e obtainable in beautiful Georgettes and Crepe de Chine and wash satins of exceptional
quality will come as a bit of most welcome news,

$1,000 Cer--

$100 Cer- -

Blouses

make their debut tomorrow, and fortunate will be those
who come in time. to buy.

-

'

Silk

Wirthmor

post-office- s

,

hand and
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The Kansas City Federal Reserve
Bank has ordered from the Treasury
Department a supply of the new Treasury Savings Certificates, series of
DELIBERATE
TEH
HCURS
1919, which on July 2d
authorized
by the Department in denominations
cf $100.00 and $1,000.00 They are in rarmer Jury Which Has Spent Thre
registered form and are in addition to
Months In Court Is Out Ten Hours
the 1919 War Savings Certificates preand Then Finds Paper Guilty
viously Issued. War Savings Stamps
cf Libel.
of the denomination of $5.00 are convertible into theso new securities
which bear the same rate of interest
ML Clemens, Mich. Henry Ford is
as the Savings Stamps, 4 per cent, not an anarchist!
compounded quarterly. The $100.00
A Jury of 12 farmers have said so by
certificates are convertible into the their verdict, in which they found The
$1,000.00 certificates and the limit of Chicago Tribune guilty of libel when
investment of $1,000.00 for each indi- it attached that stigma to the name
vidual, which is tho feature of the of the great manufacturer.
Savings Stamp issue, is retained in tho
"We And the Chicago Tribune guilty
new certificates.
and attach a verdict of six cents."
Treasury Savings Certificates in the
This sentence from the foreman ci
denomination of $100.00 (maturity the jury which for three months has
value) may be purchased at the
listened to the most famous case of
of the first and second class
its kind in history and which debated
and such other postoffices as the Post- more than 10 hours before it arrived
office Department may designate for
at its conclusion, were tht lines of
that purpose. Both the $100.00 and
the final act in the dramatic event
$1,000.00 denominations may be purchased at incorporated banks and which has attracted tho attention of
trust companies which are agents for the entire country.
Henry Ford himself was not in
the sale of War Savings Certificates.
The new certificates will be issued court to share in tho triumph. He was
only in registered form and shall bear in the New Hampshire woods with his
and John
tho name of the owner inscribed by friends, Thomas Edison
the agent at the time of purchase and Burroughs. Judge Alfred" J. Murphy
will not be valid unless the owner's of Mr. Ford's counsel made a formal
names is thus inscribed.
The certifi statement for his principal:
cates will not be transferable and will
"Ford Is Vindicated."
bo payable only to tho owner named
"Tho important issue has been dethereon except in case cf death or dis- termined," said Judge Murphy. "Money
ability of the owner.
damages were not sought by Mr. Ford,
The new issue is exempt bc-tas lie stands not only vindicated but his
to principal and interest from federal,
state or local taxation, except estate
or inheritance taxes, surtaxes and excess profits and war profits taxes.
Treasury Savings Certificates will
bo redeemed at face value on January
1, 1924, and will be issued for the remainder of 1919 at the following

'

of $5,992,591, and outstanding accounts totaling $9,735,3G0.
On the same date Its current liabilities nnd reserves amounted to

NOT AÍIAR

IN FAMOUS LIBEL
SUIT
FINDS FOR PLAINTIFF, AND
DECLARES TRIBUNE GUILTY.

DID WITH MONEY

Public.

on

S. S. CERTIFICATE

Treasury Department Authorizes Da
nominations of $100 to $1,000
for Investors.
JURY

$97,817,005
Expended to March 31
Contributed by
, $123,254,052

'

FORD CLEARED;

eW.

OFFICIAL REPORT

SPANISH-AMERICA-

altitude as an American citizen has
been justified after a trial which
raised every Issue against him that
Ingenuity and research could invent."
Outside the courthouse crowds had
gathered during the evening hours to
await news of the jury which had been
closeted in conference since morning.
As the courtroom emptied after the
announcement of the verdict and the
news of the decision rendered spread,
cheer after cheer broke forth and a
band, returning from a picnic, stopped
to add its brass notes to the din.
There was a tense moment when
the Jurors filed into the box for the
last time. Their foreman, in a voice
shaking with the emotions of the
moment, spoke in such a low tone
that he could 'scarcely be heard. The
clerk read back the formal verdict:
"You do say upon your oath that
the said defendant The Tribune company, is guilty in the manner and
form arthe said plaintiff hath In his
declaration In this case complained
against him and ycu assess the damages of the said plaintiff on occasion
of tbe premises over and above his
costs and charges by him about this
;uit nnd in his behalf expended, at
he sum of six cents damages."
which The Tribune
The editorial-i- n
attacked Henry Ford and branded him
as an anarchist was printed in 1910.
The case has been fought through
several courts on one point or another
ever Bince, finally arriving through a
change of venue asked by The Tribune
in Mt. Clemens.
Judge Tucker
Tho charge which
made to the jury dealt mair'y with
the laws of libel and contained among
others, the following points:
"The Tribune cluims that thoy
inquired as to what Mr. Ford's
attitude was going to be as to the
care of his men who Joined the national guard and that they based the
editorial characterizing him as an
anarchist cn that information. They
admit the publication and insist that
it was true and therefore Justified;
and that even if net true itfwas fair
comment upon a matter cf public interest, either of which defenses are
sufficient if proven truo. The burden,
however, is upon the defense when
they attempt to rnaks either of the deThey lr.ust estabfenses mentioned.
lish either the truth of the charge
they made, or that it was fair comment within the meaning cf that
care-Cull-

term.

"A newspaper has the same right
as an individual to its opinions and
no mere and no less."
convictions
The court further informed the Jury
that if they found that the charge was
untrue they must find for the plaintiff.
He declared that there was nothing
about the editorial. It
ambiguous
called Mr. Ford an anarchist and the
only way the defendant could escape
being found guilty of libel was te
prove that, charge. He said further
that the Jury must accept the popular
conception of the meaning of the term
"anarchist."
Counsel for The Chicago Tribune
made no effort to appeal the case and
accented the verdict as It stood.

Just a Limited quantity and no more oí the same stvles
v
will be obtainable.

Wirthmor Waists can be sold in just one good store in
every city: In this city they are sold here dnly.

oersneim Merc company
7
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Erudder Shinbone's Idea.
"Ah ain't pussonaily' quainted wlv
dis yar. cootie," remarked Shinhone,
"but Ah reckon lie ain't niiilin' mo' dau
a sartin oiiinenuomilile insec' wiv er
military trainln'." Hosion Transcript.

The Word "Magnet."
The word "magnet" is derived from
tho name of the city of Mognefia, In
Asia Minor, where the properties of
the loadstone are said to have been
discovered.

r
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I had for

I

a hogshead full.

I have now more money than
ever to loan. We place very
liberal amounts on improved
farms, in fact as much or more
than any one else. Our terms
are easy,' made to suit you- and
we close our loans up promptly.
We will make a ranch loan as
promptly as a farm loan. If you
need money come and see me or
write giving me a full descrip
tion of vour land and improve
ments and the amount you wish.
J. E. WiWman,
Real Estate and Loan Agency

H

The New Store
LUJAN & SON
.In the Foster Block, Roy,
OFFERS YOU A NEW STOCK OF GENERAL
MERCHANDISE
AT FAIR PRICES

We Buy Butter and Eggs
AtHighest Market Prices

1

El Dorado Hotel
Under new Management
Charles Chapman, Proprietor

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business

Tourists and

District

Hides, Pelts and all Farm and Ranch

Groceries
Dry Goods, Shoes
Clothing

Ready-to-Wea- r

WE SOLICT
.

n REMIGIO

YOUR PATRONAGE

LOPEZ

JUAN LUJÁN

Land-Seeke- rs

Will find this the

right place.

.

Producen
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